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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESAY, SEPTEMBERS, 1912.

VOL, 49

TWO ARE SHOT IN FORTY PEOPLE ARE
ROW AT POLLS

CUMMINS DECLARES HE

I

OCT

NO. 173

wethzingIarI bad CONVICTS MOTINY

IN

Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. State'
from1
department disjKitches
today
Minister Weitzel in Nicaragua, report
111 TUT
conditions growing worse in the vi
CjlOT
I
cinlty of Granada, and confirm pressL.Aijl
oi. the wafer board, and a "regular"
reports of suffering of the people,
objected :to swearing in Bonee as a
practically without food supplies.
commissioner of polls, declaring that
Practically all i lie bridges between
FIGURES
FROM PENNSYL- - Corinto
Bonee was a negro. Bonee resented LATER
and the town of Nagarote, IS
the remark, and attacked Pettingill.
miles from the tapitol, have been
VANIA
AND
WEST
.
PANVIRGINIA
HE ASSERTS THAT HE HAS GONE OVER THE RECORD AND THAT TAFT'S Pettingill. drew his gun and fired. In
EVERY CITIZEN IN JACKSON WHO WILL ACT HAS BEEN
destroyed.
DEPUTIZED AND
anticipation of additional trouble beGeneral Mana's violation of the
HANDLE SHOWS APPALLING LOSS
INTENDED
TO DEFEAT THE tween the political factions Governor
NOMINATION WAS GIVEN HIM BY METHODS
ARMED
BUT AUTHORITIES FEAR WORST IS NOT OVER -- ONE PRISONER
truce which had
been arranged
Hall this afternoon directed Adjutant
OF LIFE.
the
minister
Salvadorean
has
through
PARTY IN NATION.
WISHES OF VAST MAJORITY OF REPUBLICAN
SHOT
IS
WHEN HE REFUSES TO HALT.
General McNeede to take up his
so incensed President Diaz that he
headquarters here, prepared to call
has
to
refused
into
enter
another,
out the National guard if necessary.
MANY SURVIVORS
armistice.
Admiral Soatherland
makes no SOLDIERS ORDERED TO SHOOT
ONLY WAY TO STOP SUCH WORK IS
FIGHTING !N CHINA.
ANYONE
WITHOUT SHELTER mention of the reported killing of two
Admarines
rebels
ot
by
Managua.
Chicago, I'l., Sept. 3. "Governor
INSURE DEFEAT OF THE PRESIDENT Chao
miral Southeriand reported the
WHO ATTEMPTS TO SCALE YARD WALLS
of Canchuria, has
of railway
communicaPittsburgh, Pa., Sept. ,'). The numtelegraphed to the government," says
-a dispatch from Pekin, China, to the ber of fatalities
arising from the tion between Corinto and Managua.
The trains are being run by AmeriGenNews
Chicago Daily
floods of Monday morning in western
today, "that
Des Moines, la. Sept. 3. Senator would reply to the governor shortly.
can bluejackets and the line is being
Mich., Sept. 3. State pris- - companies were rushed to the prison
Cho Lin attacked a large force
eral
the
Panhandle of West operated under the management of onJackson,
T. R. HAS BAD THROAT,
Aibert B. Cummins, of Iowa, in a pubcoiitined in bull pens in automobiles. All militiamen
convicts
of Mongolians near Tonanfj, defeat- Pennsylvania,
going
Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 3 On acVirginia and eastern Ohio was in- American naval officers.
lic statement issued today, declares
out
while in the prison to the prison were heavily armed.
broke
twelve-hour
today
them
a
after
ing
engage
to
creased
when
it
be
Colonel
of
count
of
vote
to
for
condition
his
today
forty
the
The force of 750 marines, being yard with the officials opposing them,
throat, ment. The
that, he expects
An hour later the prison authoriMongolians lost 1,000 kill- came known that John Denistel, his
Roosevelt for president, but is opposed Colonel Roosevelt was obliged to give ed and 700 taken
brought to Corinto by the cruiser Cal- and tried to go over the walls. The ties had the convicts
ChiThe
apparently
prisoners.
wife and two children were missing
'local companies of the state militia cowed by the
to the formation of a third party. He up a speaking tour through southern nese
five guns and much from the ruins of their home on Char-tier- s ifornia, will start tomorrow for Manpresence of Jackson
captured
had
Taft
which
been
President
for
IllinoiB,
that
believe
to
does not
planned
make a total American force were ordered to the prison at once militia companies and firemen and.
agua
ummuuition."
or: 1130 there.
Creek, near Canon.slnirg, Pa.
'and it is said had orders to shoot t lie special officers who hurried to
was the choice of the .republicans of him. He was expected to speak at
the
Food in some sections is scarce beParis, Mattoon, Pana, Shelbyville anu
the nation.
first prisoner who attempted to scale scene Immediately after the outHillsboro.
The
colonel
said
he
that
cause
walls.
railroad
has
of President
"The
break.
LIVE EASY been cut off, but communication
not undertake the trip,
but POLICE
caravans of loaded OJINAGA
When the prisoners reached
the
There were no fatalities but much
Taft," said Senator Cummins, "was could
TAKEN
would speak at Mattoon.
wagons are making their way over
yard they began ruining everything property was damaged.
opposed by a overwhelming majority
HOT FIGHT IN FRISCO.
within reach. Fearing they would set
the
badly washed roads, bearing needed
of the republicans throughout
One fleeing convict,
to halt
3.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept.
factories on fire, the city lire de- - when ordered, was shot.failing
the
in
admin
ON
supplies.
his
UNDERWORLD
because
simply
country,
The
BY
nd
OROZCO AND partment was summoned and aided er was running across the yardprisonRoosevelt adherents turned
istration of the office of president he!Taft
Sanitary officers in the western
when
siate-wme
"
'n
in the attempt to subdue the rioters, told to stop,
prihad not done nor said the things
Pennsylvania towns are already at
and, refusing, he was
of
Hundreds
ui
uai
uie
luua'
shopmen and others chopped with a bullet from a gun in
horiv of the Deonle
work and large forces of men are
tvhi,.h tl,
VICE
lnfincr will Hafoemtna url.lnli aA .,.111
are on the streets surrounding the the hands of a
HIS
believed he should have done and
REBELS
cleaning streets and buildings. In
special deputy.
prison and the special police, hastily
various villages, entire families are
said. A meagre majority succeeded In be entitled to the republican designaPrison officials fear that the worst
A
tion
the
at
November
full
election.
are
in
summoned,
keephaving trouble
him."
has not yet come and the two locai
shoveling mud out of their houses.
list of assemblymen and half of the
ing the crowds orderly.
The Chartiers valley from Washing
of militia, numbering about
companies
"The men who cou'd not see," con- state senators
STARTLING
DISCLOSURES
ARE
BEING
were to be
About 75 convicts were in the bull 160 men, the
ton, Pa., to McKees Rocks, Pa., where REBEL LEADER TAKES IMPORTANT
tinued Senator Cummins, "that there these with the holdover nominated,
Lansing company of the
senators, to
pens which were opened by the in M. N. (J. was asked for. Every citl- the little stream empties into the
MADE BY ALDERMANIC
INVESTIwould be a republican whenever these
STRAGETIC
FIRPOINT
WITHOUT
constitute
the
convention
mates and practically every
nominating
Ohio river, is a scene of devastation.
'0 J1" ' zen wlio can be induced to net s a
states forced a nomi- for
GATION INTO NEW YORK
presidential electors.
secured weapons of some kind soon special guard, is
Ten thousand acres of growing corn
A SHOT
ING
AND GETS
nation against the strong opposition
MUCH
being rushed to the
Shou'd the Roosevelt legislative
after gaining his liberty. Knives, prison, first beine armnri.
has been ruined. Thousands of tons
of the states In which there is a real
Roosevelt
ticket
will
electors
triumph,
NEEDED FOOD AND AMMUNITION
hammers, barrel staves, etc., were
of hay floated away on the muddy
The supply of firearms at the prisrepublican party, was as blind as a run as republicans in November-Shoulused by the convicts in an endeavor on lias been exhausted and
torrent. The damage to manufacturbat.
heavy in
the Taft men win, the Rooseto overpower the guards stationel roads are
New York, N. Y., Sept. 3. Some ing plants will be very heavy.
being made on the supply
"If the convention which nominated velt electors will be compelled to find
3.
was
Marfa,
Texas,
Sept.
walls.
inside
the
Ojinaga
prison
in the various hardware stores of the
Many cities spent Monday night in
Mr. Tan naa cnangea me system in a pIace on the November ballots by startling evidence on the subject of
rebels today without firOn seeing the fire department enpolice graft in New York city is likely total darkness, both electric and gas captured by
city.
obedience to the popular demand, we;petitlon as progressives.
ing a shot. The federal forces, com- ter the prison yards, many of the muto be revealed in the reports of the plants being flooded.
It was said this afternoon that the
manded by General Sanchez, fled to tineers fled back into the prison, militia had
might have had patience to wait; outi
Aldernianic
cowed the rebellious concommittee
investigation
suftowns
the
which
Among
larger
as though wanting to furnish every!
N0 FusiON IN MISSOURI,
the hills, and a small garrison left while others hid in the various fac- - victs, who were all
just beginning work here.
fered
of
from
rise
the
water
the
were
safely locked up.
reason for revolt it attempted to fast- 3.
to
st LolliSj Ma Sept
fight. With the cap- tory buildings, hoping to climb over The fleeing convict who was shot
Possibility
Evidence has been submitted to the Washington, Beaver, Burgettstown, behind failed
by
en it still more firmly upon us.
of tusion between the forces of the committee within the last 21 hours.
ture of Ojinaga the rebels have se the walls when an opportunity pre- a guard Is said not to have been sersmaller cured much
"The system, indefensible as it Is, regular republicans and progressives covering a period of three years and Canonsburg and several
needed provisions, arms sented itself.
iously injured.
places in the Chartiers, Cherry and and ammunition.
was not enough to overcome the ad- in the state were said today at the involving 19 police inspectors or
It is said that three convicts scaled
Governor Osborn is expected here
of
Beaver
western
Pennsylvavalleys
of the latter, to have en- tains and numerous lesser officers in
verse majority in the republican
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. Amer the walls and are now at liberty,
this afternoon to take charge of the
in
while
West
nia,
colliers
Virginia,
states and therefore the complacent tirely disappeared and that the cry graft charges.
icans at Cananea are reported in dan-ge- r
Members of the two national guara situation.
the surrounding territory suf
from Mexican rebels, and without
It is said that two police inspectors and
committee, and following thenv the among the delegates to the progresfered a great loss.
sufficient arms and ammunition. A
convention, deliberately seated Taft sive state convention, which opens in Manhattan Districts, 12 police capThe list of fatalities is as follows: message from an American to Gen- delegates from Washington, Califor- this afternoon, was "no fusion." It tains of the same borough, one police
ITALIAN BOMB
Colliers, W. Va., 18 dead.
eral Schuyler said the Americans NO
nia, Arizona and Texas, who had no is said the progressives are fully de- enptain in the Bronx and four in
6
condrowned.
Pa.,
Valley,
reseats
in
Cherry
to
were
to
in
the
termined
SAYS ENGLAND
shadow of title
desperate straits. In a
place their own candi- Brooklyn, have been enriched by the
CAUSED
Burgettstown, Pa., 4 drowned.
and
vention. I speak of these states be- - dates in the field. It was said to have toll from disorderly 'houses
port to the war department today,
3
drowned.
Avella, Pa.,
General Schuyler described the sit- cause I have examined the record as been the hope of Governor Hadley and gambling dens. Further, it is as
New York, Sept. 3. Several h'"
London. Sept.
.complete, disuation along the border as critical,
to them, and have reached a conclu- some of iiis followers that a fusion serted that several police of officers
Canonsburg, Pa., 7 ilrow:ied.
avowal was given this morning by dred persons who were going home
Woodlawn, Pa., 1 drowned.
Cananea, Sonora, Mex., Sept. 3.
sion after the most careful study and with the progressives might be ef- had confidential relations with pickfro'T a theatre shortly after
the British foreign office of the
midnight
Wellsburg, W. Va., 1 drowned.
reflection. And thus the will of a tre- fected and that the latter would be pockets and thieves.
Marauding rebels made a dash into
officiiil announcement that the had a narrow escape from death when
The criminals,
In the various localities attempts the Cananea district today and cut ail British
is said, have been
mendous majority was defeated by the induced to support the state ticket of
government formally would a "black hand" bomb
before
permitted to ply their illegitimate cal- are being made to take care of the of the wires between this city and demand arbitration on the Panama their eyes at the doorexploded
power of a bad system and the the regular organization.
of an Italian
on
a
to
in
One
homeless
and
basis.
half
percentage
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt will be lings
machinations of a committee.
part the Naco. Three railroad bridges were Canal tolls question. "The lines of ac- barber shop on 125th street.
repair
of the
of their loot, paid damage caused by the floods. Crews burned and the rails for a consider-- tion which lie before the British gov"There is but one way, however, to the chief attraction at the Besslon of out at proceeds
They probably owe their safety to
any one of a dozen fences of railroads arrived Monday night at able distance on either side of these ernment now are being considered
make sure that the system of the Chi- the convention this afternoon. He is
the
bravery of Patrick Delaney, a
the
is
to
understood
the
different
throughout
where
washouts
city,
structures removed.
places
and any announcement of the kind
cago convention will be abolished and to arrive here at 3 o'clock, and after have been turned over the
teamster, who was passing the doorcolare
occurred
and
hard
work
at
soon
As
Cangraft
as
news
is
the
reached
of
a
today
tour
is
be
the
to
scheduled
is
premature.''
and
never
that
city,
its scenes
repeated
lectors.
putting tracks in shape to restore anea volunteers were called for and
This was the full text of the formal way of the little barbershop, and
to make it plain that the candidate gin his address to the delegates about
heard the sizzling of the fuse. DeIt is announced that W. J. Flynn, traffic which has practically been at 200 men left to
statement
G o'c'ock.
given out by the foreign
engage the rebels.
who is the product of the system and
chief of the local secret service, has a standstill, for 48 hours.
knew, without thinking twice,
laney
The latter were reported as number- office in reply to requests for details
After dinner he may address the
the beneficiary of the methods can
that it was a bomb. Ho flung up his
the post offered him by the
accepted
While
was
done
as
to
the
arbidemand
great
125
for
damage
all
men,
by
mounted.
of
reported
asmembers
ing
the
club
and
then
City
not reach the office to which he
hands and yelled at those passing to
ii'vestigating committee. He will act the storm in eastern Ohio, no loss of
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 3. According tration,
pires. Therefore, I can not support will depart for the north.
in an advisory capacity.
stand back. As the crowd retreated
life
has
3.
been
D.
No
less
yet
reported.
Washington,
C, Sept.
to a report received by General E. Z.
When the first state progressive
Mr, Taft.
On the application of State's attorthan three separate and distinct "lines Delaney ran across the street. The
As
communication
n
with
afflicted
nilnnffn
nnint
convention
met
in
here
this
Stppvpr.
hnHpr
afternoon, ney, Whitman, the case of Police
next moment there was a roar and the
"The reason the republicans were
act'on ' are open to the British
Judge A. D. Norton, of St. Louis, in Lieutenant Charles Becker, charged sections becomes established, stories the east and considered of great
so largely against the
with
the
problem big window of the barber shop fell
of heroic and thrilling rescues are
baling
importance, is threatened
of Mr. Taft was their profound con- the "keynote" speech, attacked both with the murder of Herman Rosenthe
of
the
Panama into the street. No one was injured.
by
passing
numerous. One particular spectacu- by four hundred rebels, said to be
viction that he is not a progressive the old parties. He declared the pro- thal, was transferred today from the lar feat was
The police say the barber has been
canal
tolls
act.
End-ler- ,
rescue
the
of
was
commanded by Pascual Orozco. The
Henry
composed of men cc.urt of general sessions to the criand does not believe in a proper sense gressive party
the target for threatening letters for
President
Taft
has
indicated
that
his
two
wife
and
children of report said the fiscal guards had
that the peop'e should rule the coun- and women who had the stamina to minal branch of the supreme court Avella Jn
one method was to include in the act many years. His child, a 12 year old
Washington county, by Rev. thrown their rifles into the river and a
before justice John W. Goff, sitting in
try. The fact that this was the at- stand and fight.
to boy, was kidnaped several months
paragraph giving jurisdiction
B.
F.
of
the
pastor
to'
Heany,
on
The
fled
convention
recess
took
a
Presbytethe American side
until extraordinary term.
the ap- American courts
titude of the vast majority of the reto pass upon whether ago, but was returned mysteriously
rian
church
there.
5 o'c'ock, when Colonel Roosevelt will
Becker, when arraigned,
still reproach of the rebels, and that Gen- the act constituted a discrimination after a hunt that lasted for six weeks.
publicans proves to me conclusively
The Endler home was crushed eral Jose de la Cruz Sanchez, has left against British
fused to plead, acting on his counthat a new party is unnecessary, un- speak.
shipping, in violation
NEBRASKA IN LINE, TOO.
sel's advice that the indictment had against a railroad culvert, and the the town with cavalry, leaving only a of the
timely, and unfortunate. I fear that
treaty.
LAW IN
'
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 3. With Gov- been "improperly and illegally found.
family washed down stream. Three detachment of infantry to protect it.
Another way would be to allow
It will retard rather than hasten reof
ernor
direction
W.
a
Hiram
techchildren
on
were
CaliforJustice
of
hurled
the
Hundreds
of
By
bank
crossed
have
and
Goff,
Johnson,
refugees
was
the
form. Theodore Roosevelt
any British ship owner to test under
COAL STRIKE
nominee on the nical plea of not guilty was entered escaped, while Endler, his wife, and to the American side, according to the existing law, before any United States
manifest choice of the greater number nia,
for
the
two
other children, succeeded in catch- advices.
prisoner.
court, his right to use the canal unof republicans who expressed a choice progressive national ticket, as the
Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 3. Mar-tiCounsel for Becker protested that ing hold of a tree where they were
the .Nebraska
law has been proclaimed in the
Mexico City, Mex., Sept. 3. Resi- der the treaty on terms of equality
for president. He is appealing to the principal, attraction,
was not ready to go to trial, but marooned.
dents of Cuernavaca who have been with American ship owners. Chair-- coal strike district along Cabin Creek.
moral and progressive forces of the state convention of the third party, he
was scheduled to convene here short- Justice Goff quickly overruled four
Mr. Heany heard their cries and in fear of an attack on that city, were man Adamson of the House commit-- ! The move was precipitated by the
e
people, and I expect to vote for him,.
motions for delay and set the trial
on interstate and foreign com-- J struction of railroad
a
But It must be understood that I will ly after noon today.
help. Getting a rope, he further alarmed yesterday when
procured
the
property
by
12.
for
Sept.
It wag decided at a meeting of the
fastened it around his waist, and band of four hundred Zapatistas raid- merce and many senators have de- striking miners, who tore up track3
lo so protesting against the organizaTo the surprise
of all, Becker's while six men held one end of it, ed the electric
tion of a new party and dissenting third party leaders held last night to
light plants not far clared that if British rights have been in an attempt to stop the shipment of
lawyer did not ask for a change of ve- he plunged into the torrent and made from town. The rebels cut the elec- infringed there already was a remedy coal,
with some of the doctrines of his plat- endorse the state candidates of the nue.
'
He requested, however, that the for the marooned
republican party without exception,
form."
family. Eight times tric wires but were repulsed by the in the statutes.
e a,r,e
than 5'000. of the
trial be set for some time about the he was washed past the flood
The
avenue
,T.
last
Is
relief
the
were
candidates
through!
desirous
provided
victims' government troops, who are pursuing
m are ueciarea.to
a.. Ui
"WE'RE GOING TO WIN."
hiinie
of such endorsement by the progres- middle of October when the "present refuge and was pulled out only to try the band. Reports from various parts arbitration although mnnv
be armed with rifles.
Muncie, Ind., Sept. 3. "We're go- sive convention.
and
clamor"
held
have
should
that
have
to
'hysteria
owing
changes of
again. Finally he reached the tree, of the republic tell of the operations
The express office at Cabin Creek
ing to win this fight," said Colonel
It was also decided at last night's subsided.
the rope was fastened about Mrs. of numerous marauding bands. One sovereignty over the canal zone and was broken into
early today and boxes
Roosevelt today. The opening of his conference to nominate W. O.
events
other
since
Aside
the
from
Haythe
developed
of
Endler and she was dragged through of these, captured by Benito Caniles,
arraignment
Henry,
ot ammunition and rifles were broken
month's trip yesterday, he said, he of Omaha, and O.
Pauncefote
Great
Britain
has
most
treaty,
of
the
J. Smith, of Becker,
interesting
day's the torrent to safety. To return the yesterday raided Cuchi Cuato ranch,
no actual right to demand arbitration, open by the strikers, but before they
regarded as significant in view of the Kearney, for presidential electors to developments in the Rosenthal case, rope to the marooned
pastor and the three miles from Guana Juato, killing
couia get away with them the militia
demonstrations which marked his take the
was
atthe
the
district
discovery
by
two
of
the
the
electors
his
son.
Endlers
and
was
place
fastened to a huge
it
manager
put in an appearance and captured
Journey through Connecticut and Mas- nominated on the
office of two alleged hiding block of
torney's
republican ticket,
wood, which was carried up
from the ranch, the HUSBAND PINCHED
Retreating
the loot.
sachusetts.
for
witnesses
state
possible
who favor the candidacy of President places
stream, and thrown in, so that it band encountered a woman carrying
Two machine guns, 15,000 rounds of
HIS
Colonel Roosevelt was due in S. Taft. The
conducted
"Vice
the
by
would be carried into the tree. One a baby, both of whom were shot. The
remaining six republican
ammunition, and more than a hunLouis at 3 p. m.
electors who are favorable to Theo- trust" in Hoboken, N. J., and Centre-ville- , by one the family was taken to safe- baby was killed and the mother badN. Y., and the report that much
As soon as he was up this morn- dore
Chicago, 111., Sept. 3. Mrs. Ruth dred rifles, consigned to a coal comRoosevelt, will be endorsed along
ty. Pastor Heany being the last to be ly wounded.
had
MeBride
to
Colonel
been
Becker
r.oney
Roosevelt
belonging
caused the arrest of her pany, were confiscated.
Governread
ing,
with the state candidates.
Another rebel band entered
pulled ashore.
All wires
or Wilson's speech in Buffalo yesterBurton
husband,
traveling been cut andfrom the strike zone, have
After wrangling for an hour with- traced to Port Jervls, N. Y.
at the foot of Popocatapel salesman, on a McBride, ofa wife
communication between
Thomas Coupe, met today by deday, in which the governor spoke of out being able to decide whether or
and
charge
and carried away a man whom they child abandonment and
tectives at
is one of the
the attitude of the new naty toward not the committee
then regret- the various military posts is
IS
should nominate ft w actual Liverpool,
This
band
killed
also
wo
a
hanged.
the tariff and the trusts.
ted her action to
an extent that
eye witnesses to the murstate candidates the convention ad
man and two little girls whom they she sat in. front such
The Colonel intimated that he
der of Herman Rosenthal. He left
his cell for 48
of
7
until
journed
o'clock tonight.
met in retreating from the town.
New York last Tuesday on the Lusi- hours at a south side police station, WILSON
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 3. Ten battletania. District attorney Whitman said
leaving her vigil only to carry his
at the time he feared attempts to ships of the Atlantic fleet were at
meals from a nearby restaurant. She
B. Swope, administration of estate
SUITS FILED
of
was compelled to quit ter post last
New York, Sept. 3. Greatly pleasTangier Sound in Chesapeake bay to- X RAT ATTACKS LITTLE
reu vv, swope deceased) and U. S spirit away witnesses.
from exhaustion but she told ed with his reception in
DISTRICT CLERK Fidelity
3. Thomas day for firing tests upon a regulation X
GIRLS INJURING THEM.
night
western
Eng.,
Sept.
Liverpool,
and Guaranty company of
skeleton mast on the hulk of the San X Wilkesbarre, Pa., Sept. 3. X the police she would return today.
New York, Governor Wilson returned
oammore
over life insurance of ?2,- - Coupe, a witness to the murder of the Marcos,
to New York today from Buffalo aad
The following suits have been filed
formerly the battleship Tex- X The two small daughters ot Ar-- X
murder of the gambler, Herman Ros
wu; me New Mexico Assoclatinn 01 enthal
In the district clerk's office at the Firemen
in New York, was met by detec as. Weather conditions were favor- X thur Gething, a farmer living X COTTON REPORT CAUSES
passed on to Trenton, to transact
"v W- - G' V
SarBent, auditor of tives when the steamship Lusitania able.
EXCITEMENT ON STREET. state business.
X near here, are believed to be dy- - X
court Louse.
The governor said
Aew Mexico.
Brothera com
New York, Sept 3. The govern- he regarded his speeches in
Shells were to be fired so they X ing from injuries received when X
The Stern Schloss company vs. Pany vs. the following: Leocadio docked here today. He was not plac
Buffalo,
ed under arrest.
would explode in the cage mast and X they were attacked in bed by. a X ment's cotton report, published at especially the one at the evening
Emiterio Lopez suit on account ;U Gonzales, Jose A.
Montoya, Faustino
noon
was
mass
both preceded and
"I am not going back to America," determine the stability of support. X large rat, which bit them repeat- - X
today,
meeting as "setting the stage
Frank R, Lasswell vs. Sylvia Lass-- Ortiz and Montoya & Ga'legos on
wen, Dotn oi ustancia divorce, on account; state of New Mexico vs said Coupe today at the police sta The whole upper works of the San X edly about the face and chest. X followed by sensational activity and for the campaign," and his "first pocharge of desertion; J. C. Britt vs..' Mrs. Lola Chavez de Armijo; Angelina tion. "The only people who could Marcos were to be raked with fire X Get'hing was awakened in the X excitement in the local market. A litical address." He was also please!
protect me are my enemies and I from the battleships.
It is known X middle of the night by the sound X general covering movement develop- he said, with the manner in wnch
c ae Montoya vs. Tomag
Keystoae Mining and Milling company
Montoya doubt very much whether they are that the skeleton or basket mast is X of the struggle and succeeded in X ed at the opening owing to reports the crowds applauded his speech anand the Bankers' Bond company and
jor divorce, desertion and abandon really anxious to get me back. I can
practically indestructible by the sec X killing the rat with a blow froai X that cotton crop prospects were de- alyzing the third party platform. His
Celso Lopez, treasurer of Santa Fel ment being alleged.
tell you there is hardly a single po- ond batteries of the average warships X his shoe.
x teriorating rapidly as a result of dry, attitude toward the third party, ho '
county foreclosure of mortgage;. A
hot weather, and prices sold about said, is that the social reforms proto be relied upon. Certain- at ordinary battle ranges. A special IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXf
B. Renehan vs. Amnion Dibert suit'
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican liceman
$2 per bale above the closing level of posed by its platform are admirablly I am not going back to America naval board is conducting the tests
on account; State of New Mexico oni sees more people in one
day than you unless my friends advise me to dc and will make report to the
Latest sporting news In the Santa last Friday before the government re- but their "method of performance is
navy derelation of Leonora Swope vs. Edwin ian see in a month. Try one.
so."
port was issued.
impossible."
Fe New Mexican. Rend It,
partment on the results.

WILL VOTE FOR ROOSEVELT

BUT OPPOSES NEW PARTY

New Orleans, La., Sept. 3. Two
men were shot In a parochial election fight here today. Adolpfo Bonee,
a "reformer" shot In the abdomen,
will die. Harry Pettinglll, a foreman
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WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY

BOY'S SHOULDER

dollars and cents to all of you!Individuality, concentration, adapt- in You all know what the
Burlington
factois
the
three
are
abilitythese
You
build and boost
to
done
has
ac
system
advertising,
successful
which spell
And Back of Neck. Round and Mass
Iowa, and while you may
cording to J. 11. Toulouse, circulatinj; Burlington,
of Watery Blisters. Itched and
a
as
manufacturing
lack
advantages
manager of the Santa Fe New
untold
have
advantages
Burned Badly. Could Not Sleep.
and formerly a prominent writer city, yet you
re
health
a
and
as
a
city
Toulouse
Mr.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
in Des Moines, Iowa.
Concentrate your ertorts along
discussed these three factors In an sort.
Cured in One Month,
Do this line and put the tremendous inaddress, "Advertising and How to
dividuality of the Santa Fe system
It," delivered at the luncheon of the back of your efforts and you will be
Box 183, Downey, Cal. "My little boy
Santa Fe Chamber' of Commerce. His
or
years had what they called ringworm
enthusiasm among surprised what a wonderful healthy oneight
nrt.iwKa aroused
his shoulder and the back or his neck. It
result.
will
movement
be
will
and
doubtlessly
in a small pimple like a blister and
those present
How much money are you losing started
largor Mil It was the size of a
getting
kept
read with interest by those absent, n
annually by. your lack of concentradollar. One place was as large as three silver
was as follows:
tion? Let us look at the question dollars. They were round and a mass of
There are several fundamental and
a retail standpoint alone. No watery blisters. Wherever the water would
from
adinto
commaterial factors that enter
as well as do you mer- touch it would cause another blister,
one
knows
It was very
vertising, and according to my judg- chants what the mail order houses are mencing another sore and so on. and
bum so
red and angry and would Itch
ment they should merge into three
sit
taking out of your cash registers each
that he could not sleep or in fact
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Important features: Individuality,"WOUld vear. And how do they do it? There badly
still at times. He would cry when I would
I
TICKETS
REGISTER
GIVE
WE
PURCHASES.
it,
iTHiiaii""
WITH ALL CASH
is just one great central idea that touch it. When he would rub or scratchHis
like to consider them briefly In the
and they constantly im- it would look like chopped meat.
them,
helps
in
to
bear
order named, asking you
the people that if they tiuy oi clothing irritated it.remedies, but it kept on
nimi all thP time that the same lac- press
"I tried many
mail order house they save the
the
was all before
spreading and Itching. ThisOintment on it.
tors that apply to retail advertising middle-man'- s
load
Then
they
and
profit.
Soap
Cuticura
used
I
town.
also apply to boosting a
the country up with cheap junk, sold After the first treatment with Cuticura Soap
TIiopo nro manV subdivisions to in
he was much relieved, and
and on this idea, by cataloging a pretty and Ointment
him in one month.
cured
dividuality that enter into proper
they
a
and
cneap
price.
quoting
' My husband is a plumber and his hands
successful advertising, but I wouia pui picture
it
char- Yet many of you men say that
scratched and cut which means tores if
get
five above all others. First, the
Roedoesn't pay to advertise! Sears
not
treated, so he washes with Cuticura
from
that
establishment,
of
acter
your
and puts Cuticura Ointment on his
Soap
de- buck, who made a net profit last year
a
to
large
necessity will reflect
out of $71,000,-00hands every night and that keeps them
$10,000,000
e of
nearly
propri-thFOOD.
STOCK
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
cost of fine." (Signed) Mrs. Harry West, April
gree the personality of the of
charged to the
your . . in . sales,
.
m.- - on
duality
5. 1912wvo
u"
someuiins
Dusiness,
doing
and packages
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura OintALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds in bulk
merchandise; third, newspaper pUt,., font fnr advertising.are sold throughout the world.
.
ment
.
...
ami
n.Hv fnnrth. window display, ef- While newspaper advertising is uic Liberal(50c.)
of each mailed free, with 32-sample
d
"Cuticura,
last but not least, I would name
of
lose
Address
not
must
Book.
Skin
sight
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
you
thing,
big
Boston."
ficient salesmanship.
T,
efficient
and
Dept.
window
displays
your
use
Cuticura
men
should
Tender-faced
"Hnvo vnu pver stopped to consider salesmanship.
How many of you
Stick. 20c. Samplo free.
Shaving
Soap
individuality
some
this
a great thing
have gone into a store to buy
Phone Black what
Phone Black
is in boosting, either your Dusiness oi nrtiolo and vet because you were face one time and big black face anmin
your city? You can think at this
45
greeted with the wrong salesman have other. When you determine to stick
ute of a number of firms that have gone to some other store? This is an to one kind of type then you have
into every day occurrence in your store
put a wonderful Individualitymoment
created an individuality that the read
their business. Think for a
and everybody's store and it is a er instantly recognizes ana u you
of "Big Ben" and you have a clock matter that can be easily remedied have been honest in what you have
fixed firmly in your minds. You see by a little coaching on your part.
Dawson Coal
told them before, your ad will be
and
Iola
In the first place it is up to you' to read. If you are in doubt as to wnai
the phrase "There's a Reason" an
PORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
see
create an individuality in your busi- ivt wnnirt look best eo to the printer
El Toro
you think of "Postum." We
I
arrow and we think of "Coco-Cola.-"
ness. The 'New York World" built who prepares your ad and he will be
exwould name many more such
You win nna me
up its reputation, its prestige, and its
to prove business, by always quoting the one glad to assist you. anxious to make
amples but that is sufficient
very
average printer
to us that individuality is human
phrase, "If you see it in the World
work as attractive as possible.
take in us or our busi it's true," and the National Biscuit his
In
preparing copy I believe that it
out of
millions
made
ness, or in our town that natural,
company
to use letter size paper,
advisable
is
at"Uneeda Biscuit." However, it isn t and then get your copy in early, for
drawing, compelling force that
and
separates the nhrase a?one that sells the goods;
tracts people your way
while you may not care for the printor
All Kinds of Building Materials.
you must have quality back of what er, its a "cinch" that the more time
you from tle crowd. How many
you have established an individuality1 you say if you would make a lasting he has the better results you will
kind in your ndvertising'
success.
of t
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
get.
am afraid, with but few exceptions,
If an advertiser has any individuI know that many of the advertise-:i.ntVard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
in
preparcareless
thai
will
reflect
woefully
you are
ality, his advertising
the merchants carry in the pa
and until you individuality to a great extent and
ing advertising copy,
Phone, Red 100
in this city do no good, all bePhone, Red 100
pers
Phone, Red 100
of
he can make it conform to the char- cause the writer has got it Into his
learn to adopt a definate line
and follow it up constantly . acter of his store through his style of head that it doesn't pay anyhow so
that
you will continue to complain
display and wording in his announcement. I think you should infuse as
advertising does not par.
Continued on page 4.)
Concentration is the second ele- much human interest In your adverment that enters into advertising, and tising as possible through the use of
HOW'S THIS?
A pretty picif you will but remember that there appropriate pictures.
Hundred Dollars ReOne
offer
We
PHONE 85 MAIN.
is some one thing about every article ture will entice the eye and attract ward for any case of Catarrh that canadvertised that is most interesting, attention. That accomplished the ad not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
then you will have solved one big li reasonably sure to be read. I don't
L
p. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
success. believe In large newspaper space
in your advertising
point
the undersigned, have known
We,
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
Find the central selling Idea and stick neither do I favor very black and F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
SAWED WOOD
to it. "Hasn't Scratched Yet," has heavy display, because I somehow get believe him perfectly honorable in all
CERR1LL0S LUMP
of the impression that the fellow who
long been the central selling idea
business transactions and financially
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
"
becomes the wrote it is swearing at me. You may able to carry out any obligations
Bon Ami.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Cadillac have purchased a special lot of goods made
selling argument for the
by his firm.
on the bought in quantities, on which low NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
nor
F.
Railroad
smart
not
&
T.
S.
dry
"Will
auto.
near
Depot.
Montezuma Avenue,
A.,
or you may be
Toledo, O.
face," sells William's shaving soap, prices can be placed,
I believe
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internand the "Noiseless Route" makes the "long" in soiiie department.
Alton the popular route from St. Louis in placing such goods before the pub- ally, acting directly upon the blood
to bring peo- and mucous surfaces of the system.
to Chicago, while many people prefer lic to be used as pullees,
sent free. Price 75
Testimonials
the Santa Fe for their journey to the ple to your store. When advertised
or cents per bottle. - Sold by all Drug- coast just because Fred Harvey serves effectively and placed on the floor
counter witn other goods, many sales PlKtS.
the meals.
Successor to
will result on goods not advertised,
Take Hall's Family Pills for conHave you stopped to think what a
but when you do advertise such spe- stipation.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
painstakis
careful,
factor
wonderful
in bulld-- cials, don't hold them back; have
ing, honest, retail advertising
and let
FIRST-CLASLIVERY RIGS.
S
and boosting a city? Do you them prominentlyas displayed
last.
them go as long
they
can
man
any
know that
Avoid long lines and paragraphs.
the
pick up a newspaper and tell by
terse paragraphs are better;
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Short,
whether
SOAP
class of advertising carried
make them crisp and put all the sense RHEUMATISM
city,
hustling
a
live,
good,
you have
remember
St.
but
into
310
Fracisco
San
can
them,
Phone Main 139
R.
or whether you are a bunch of dead you
TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
will have another chance at
Don't you know that when a that youI
ones?
SANTA FE, N. M.
believe that after deciding Made from the formula of an Emthem.
man grows careless and Indifferent
It will
of space you are to inent German Doctor.
amount
on
the
as to how he places his copy in t'ne
should prepare cure all rheumatic and muscular
an
in
you
ed,
carry
careless
paper that he always grows
a layout. I mean by that a diagram pains in both old and young. Recand indifferent about boosting hi3
or
dummy and then you should take ognized by most leading doctors
WOODY'S STAGE LINE city? Where is there an Intelligent a good
deal of pains in arranging your as the greatest cure for RheumaPost
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
reader of the Saturday Evening
different
items, beginning with the
doesn't
Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
from
in the United States that
most used, etc., as one of the most tism,
La Salle Restaurant
Certainties"
of
Lame
Backs, Colds in the Chest,
the
"City
BARRANCA TO TAOS know that
enter into the
Des Moines, Iowa? essential elements that
in the Stomach, are all
than
other
none
is
Cramps
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South I have often wondered If ou men real- construction of an ad is in its design
removed
by following the
quickly
and finish from a typographical point
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
d irections c losely that accompany
ize what a wonderful opportunity you of view.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of have here in building and boosting a
-UNCLE ABE'S
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Store.
I don't believe that any of you each package of
bound train and arrives at city. Have you ever stopped to thin't
Guarannorth
the
cents.
SOAP.
25
RHEUMATISM
Meals
Regular
would put on a pair of overalls and
Taos at 7 p. m.
of the wonderful Individuality that is
and
Food
Drugs
under
the
social
teed
function.
to
a
attend
Rooms for Pent 25c and 59c
jumpers
Tsn miles shorter than any other already created for you in that great You should dress your eds by the Act
Short Orders at All Hoars.
A
banker
Fe?
way. Good cove re hacks and good trunk line the Santa
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
proper distribution of matter, the arBOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams of Silver City told me that (lf they
No. Bridge Plaza,
34 and 35. Dept 9.
of
Suite
of
the
cuts,
placing
rangements
York.
Long Island City. New 8c.
furnished commero"-- ) men to take In could only have the advertising of the special items to give them promi
yrencft Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
add
Hv
Mall
for Postage2Rc
Price
per pkg.
FILLEDXmw Trk Cbop Susy 60c. the surrounding towns. Wire K'.nbude name "Santa Fe" they would build a
PROMPTLY
OKDEKS
MAIL
ALL
use
of white
the intelligent
nence,
El
rival
would
Station.
city down there that
out
with
should
studied
be
all
space
Paso, and I believe every worn oi,u
attractive
a
It is up to you people to build such
will be read.
to
catch
the
eye,
enough
wnue
know
that
a city here. Do you
In regard to typographical display,
I called on and shooK nanas wuu
man in Silver select any letter that has a good,
business
everv
nearly
to c an face, and stick to it. By all
dtv that not a one of tt em iaiiea
..
means, don't let the printer use small
tell me they had the greatest climate
in the world for ones heeitn, ana
This Girl Recovered
hunkers and merchants alike would
ask me whether I had visited the Cotfrom Consumption
in.! Sinitorium. How many of youoi Etkiuau's AltoratWe,
The wnk
Sunabout
the
tell
is
stranger
which
doing so much good for Consumphere ever
Hre continually lu receipt of really
tives,
Vincents
St.
mount and about the
about
Will clean,
wonderful reports of cures brought
medicine.
On Sale Daily, Until
Sanitarium? I know how a man can solelv through the use ofat this
command
the
are
s
These reports
always
grow selfish, become BOrt of
of anyone Interested, nnd many of the
writers in tlielr gratitude have siiRcested
fied and then get careless ana in1912.
Sept. 30,
thnt like sufferers write direct and lea.-different to the bigger things of boost- what It did for them. Here is one specimen;
421 Second Ave., Aurora, 111.
if
ing and building, and I hope that
writing
reasonable prices and
"Gentlemen: l'uidon me for I not
a
of
sort
that
have
stay
joined
any of you
sooner, but I wanted to see if would
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
urn
pernow
say
can
I
optruthfully
rnred.
to
your
his work.
crowd you will wake up
will
well. Never felt better in nil my life.
fectly
a
that
thiuiks.
here
and
build
heartfelt
city
wi'sli
1
to
my
express
CHICAGO,
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85 portunities
I never have nuy pnlu. on cough, no niisht
for Ladies
Orders
this locality deserves.
Since a child of
sweats no
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
bin
with
Dem-inbeen
I
have
ailing
two Yearn
The Chamber of Commerce of
which grew worse as 1 grew
started out a short time ego to trouble,
older. At the age of fourteen the doctor
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
if I could not be sent South, I
Made Suits, Overcoats,
try and raise $15,00u and before they said
Every
would surely die of Consumption.
WITH THE
to have either
got through they had $25,000. Those winter I would lie sure
I
Skirts or Riding Suits.
means Itroiieliitls. Pleurisy, or onePneumonia.
men know that concentration
time. I had
had
and
a
bowels
and
stomach
is
in
trade
of
stock
so
the
catarrh
their
boost and
in
Fever for the laBt few years; but
had
Thirty years of experience
not anything of the kind this year.
"pumping plant," and the conse- have Hay
Pacific
and
to
Paso
El
and
Southern
me,
via
sent
all letters
returning
"I will answer of
quences are that they have developed
P A I lEADMI A Goin?
tailoring in seme of the largest
a history
my case, from any
more energy to the square foot down asking
:same route, or via A T. & S. F.
LALlrUKlWA
one suffering fiom lung trouble.
cities in Europe and America.
renin In with many thanks to yon,
'I grateful
there than we have here in the whole
friend."
SAN FRANCISCO,
your
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,
ETTA TtiATH.
town. I don't say this unkindly, but
(Signed Aflidavitl
Three years Inter reports still well.
I do say it advisedly, for I believe that
is effective In
101 Washington Avenue.
Alterative
Kckman's
Asthma, Hay Fever: Throat and
you are wasting the opportunities of
the
in
and
upbuilding
Troubles,
mecca
for
Lnng
making this town the
For further information address Eugene Fox. Qen'I Paspoisons, oplhtea
system. Poes not contain Ask
SPhoneLBIack 223.
for booklet
rugs.
thousands of health seekers, and a or
to ickmnn
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
write
cases
and
of cured
cent
75
least
for
at
per
show
place
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evi
B. A. COOMER, General Manafer N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M
Goods Called for and Dellvered
of the passenger traffic over the Santa dence. For sale by all leading aroggisis auu
Fe route. You know what that means jcf Zook'e Parmacyt Saata Fa.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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BATHROOM,
WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE
EVERYTHING YOU
HOOKS
CLOTHES
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS,
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU NEED
WE WILL
US
FPOM
BUY
YOU
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN
TO DEAL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT
WITH YOU AGAIN.
Wood-Davi-

Phone

Hardware Co.

s

If Its Hsrdware We Hava

14.

It

j,i

- Phone

14

--

LEO HERSCH

45

R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard

9

g
copy-writin-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Oal AM? SETA! WOOd

"Self-Starter-

THE STAR BARN

well-poste-

J.

UNCLE ABE'S

d

CREATH,

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

:

YOU CAN

WHEN

GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered

to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

LSGHTll

I

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

Electricity plays a most impoIN ODS,
would
The
rtant

grandfather
of the modradiance
be amazed at the
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and chi Idren. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
part.

desired.

FOW
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
um cleaner ready for the fray, your
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
full inforday and n'ghf Estimates and
mation cheeerfully given.
IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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press repair
or alter Ladies and
Cents' Garments at
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guarantee
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GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
$46.90.

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

I

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
day. Try one of these moderate priced
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room .with bath,.

Tvphoid-Vneunionl- a

$55.90

Bron-rhiti-

habit-formin-

j

Gents' Custom

Rooms With Bath,

J

-

It will not pay you te,
Work for the New Mexican. It la
and tiem writing out your y
Santa
Fe
tor
you,
lor
workiny
when you can tet them all
the new Btate.
ed at the Now Mexiaw
t
A Want Ad. In the New Mexican Company.
Yov
news
you
one
than
today,
day
in
Today's
tees mora people
the New Mexican. ',
.m ne In a month, iry one
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MINING NEWS
IN THE STATE

PUBLICATION.

FOR

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Jose N.
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
SE
Section 33,
No. 11513, for S
Section 34, Township
SW
S
P.
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 15th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Pena,
gustine Montoya, Estanislado
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Old Aiint Dinah

M.

f
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4
4
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4
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NW

DEADWOOD.

SE
10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has tiled notice of inten
tion to make three-yea- r
proof, to es-- ;
tabllsh claim to tno lanct aDove aescribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 10th day of October,
NW

2

4

NW

4

automatic sampler
has recently been ordered to facilitate
the handling of custom ores, of which
an jncreasing tonnage has been deliv- ered dllI.jne the last eieht months.
The new
auxiliary gasoline engine for the mill is now in commission. The last cleanup for July produced 7050 oz. bullion.
An

-

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,

high-grad-

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real r
tate on the aiarket effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eye vf all possible buyers.

NOW

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings
AwningsandScreensmad
to order by one who know
Fruit Ladders
how.
specialty.

J.F.RHOADS
104 Galisteo
Telephone

::

157 W.

Street

SANTA FE, N. M

ECOMONY
GROCERY
"All

Go

Estancia, N. M Sept. 2. Juan C.
Jaramillo, of Torreon, N. M., county
school superintendent, has publicly
announced that he has left the Old
Guard Republican party and that he
,now is a member of the Progressive
party and desires his friends to know
of the change. He has sent a letter
of withdrawal to the Republican chairman and has written Miguel A. Otero
of the Progressive party stating that
he is at the service of the Progressive state committee. He is one of
citithe strongest Spanish-Americazens in Torrance county. He was
elected to his. present office on the
Republican ticket. Serafico Baca of
Manzano, this county, another strong
Spanish-Americaleader,' has made a
similar announcement.
The new
party will carry this county easily at
the coming election.
The county committee has called
the Progressive primaries for Wednesday, September 4, and the county
convention for Friday, September 6,
at 2 p. m., in the court house here.
in the
Much interest is manifested
new party movement here and the
primaries will be largely attended.
n

n

ids at Right Prices"
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SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

Gently clean your liver and
constipated bowels while
you sleep.
Take a Cascaret tonight and thoroughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and
women who have headache, coated
tongue, can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and upset, bothered with a sick
gaBsy, disordered stomach, or have
backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your oowels clean
or merely forcing a
with Cascarets
passageway every few days with
salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
This is important
Cascarets Immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry off the constipated waste matter and poison
from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. .A
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. Don't
forget the children.
.

309 San Francisco Street
Democratic

State Convention
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

September 9th, 1912.

Fare from
One and
All Points in New Mexico to
One-fif- th

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.M.,

AND RETURN

Dates of Sale, Sept. 6
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RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Exposition, Chicago, Illinois.
Pari Exposition, France, March, 1912.
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Ore from the Johnson mine will
Dalfido Gomez, all henceforth be delivered to Socorro
of Ildefonso, New Mexico.
mines for treatment, effecting an apMANUEL R. OTERO,
preciable saving in transportation

Register. cost compared with delivery to the
At the Pacific mine, the
Deadwood.
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had output has been increased sufficiently
kidney trouble for years, and was so to keep 30 burros packing to the mill.
crippled with rheumatism he could The week's production from the Panot dress without help. He started cific was 113 tons of a
mill
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says: ore.
"I began to get better at once, and
DEEP DOWN.
now all my trouble has left me and I
On August 2, the lessees began
do not feel that I ever had rheumatheir ore to Socorro mines
tism. I rest well all night and tho' packing
custom
as the distance is less
bins,
59 years old, can now do the work
The tonnage
Deadwood.
than
to
the
of a man of 35 years. I would like
of ore is excellent.
to be the means of others getting and grade
benefit from Foley Kidney Pills."
IS
Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all
druggists.

'

Buy a Can from, your prarer todqy and watch your ba!in? troublca disappear.
If you don't get Calumet, you don't get the

Gonzales,

FOR

Co.
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Position as governess, 3 years
Notice is hereby t'iven that Ricar-d- teacher in east; 23 years and well.
Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
Splendid references; also stenographwho, on September 3, 1907, made! er. Edna Walborn, Van Wert, O.
N
11952
for
No.
Homestead Entry
fc
SE1-4- .
SW
SW1-SE
SE
TYPEWRITERS
Section 0, Township 17 N., Range 12;
and repaired New
no-- j Cleaned, adjusted
filed
M.
has
P.
N.
Meridian,
E.,
Ribbons and sup.
furnished.
r
Pylons
to
make
tice of intention
bom, exchangee
t
land
Typewriters
Ish
Pes.
to
,.lfllm
th
nmnf
or aild rented Standard makes handled.above described, before Register
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa! AH repair work and typewriter. .guarNew Mexico, on the 11th day of
change. Phone 231.
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses;
lloys and Girls going to Grades or
Prudenclo Gonzales, Ramon Qtiin
School its the cart before the
A.
Casimiro
High
Gonzales,
tpna, Pablo
horse. Learn Shorthand ana TypeGallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
writing first, then attend the Public
Register. School, and the result will be ten,
times higher. Why? The "why" ia
most clear you do all your lessona
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in Shorthand, and take teacher's talk
of
the
Interior,
Department,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M, as well, and at home, Or at our day
or night gathering, or from 4 to 5
Pecos Forest.
August 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon o'clock after leaving school, you. typeQuintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who, j wrje everything. Oh! it's the sen- on August 28, 1907, mode Homestead slble way, isn't it? We will lend you
SW
a g0od machine at your home for
Entry No. 119S0, for S
NW
Section 5, N
Section S, practice. Come in say what you can
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. pay weekly. WE are not robbers, for
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of We don't want a lump of cash down.
r
intention to make
proof, to g0 nult.n a week, that's all. Parents,
establish claim to the land above do- (his method saves you f 1000 come
scribed, before Register or Receiver, n . wo'u pIove it.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe.'Newi
Scholars attend School, and
Mexico, on the 11th day of October take our Husiness Course as a past- unit; biuuj1, it cuu uw uliiiu uy utiLcr- Claimant names as witnesses:
mined persevering scholars between
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria
4 and 5 o'clock daily, or
evenings at
Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pe 7:30.
But we say, "One thing at a
cos, N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San
time," and well done at that. The
ta Fe, New Mex.
present day method is Shorthand
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and Typewriting first, then High
Register.
School, if wanted. The best spellers,
T. L. Parks. Murray ville, Ga., Route writers, and clever boys and girls,
are those who never waste their time,
1, is ia his 73rd year, and was recent- and parents their money, on a High
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
School
first. What use is a Graduate
He
"I
trouble.
have
says himself:
suffered with my kidneys. My back! with a Diploma, if he 'er can't spell,
ached and I was annoyed with blad-- write, or know anything to merit a
I can truthfully suitable situation; a shocking waste
der irregularities.
besay, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney of time and money. The cart is
Pills cured me entirely." They con- fore the horse.
Finally, Parents be sensible to your
tain no habit forming drugs. For
own interests and your child's, and
sale by all druggists.
come to the Santa Fe Business College this day.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1912.
Department of the Interior.
NOTICE is hereby given that
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sandovai, of Lamy, N. M., who,
August 9, 1912.
o:i March 8, 1906, made
Homestead Pecos Forest.
NW
No.
Section
9011, for
Entry
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
11, Township 13 N Range 11 E , N. M.
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- New
Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
tion to make Five-yea- r
proof, to es- Homestead Application No.
deland
to
tablish claim
the
above
for SW
S
NE
NW
scribed, before Register or Receiver, NW
SW
Section 8, Township
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., 17
N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
on the Sth day of October, 1912.
has filed notice of intention to make
names
as witnesses: final
Claimant
r
to establish
proof,
Eulogio Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.; claim to tho land above described, beJose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.; fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.; Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on tho
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
9th day of October, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
Register.
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
8ubscnbe for trie Santa Fe New
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all Ramirez, ol Pecos, New Mexico.
of the time and works for tho
MANTTEL R, OTERO,
upbuilding rf our new State.
Register
o

'

than the Trust made kind yet it's better costs
little more than the cheap "Big-Can- "
brands,
but it is worth the difference. Every spoonful
does its work perfectly no failures no waste.

OAKS.

FOR SALE tiood team of youns
mountain horses, for driving or riding. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply

Register.

a

50-h-

A .'!.

R. OTERO,

"-".'

-r;-

Surprisingly better than any other brand.
Never a disappointment. Your biscuits
will be light and sweet Your cakes will
raise evenly and will retain that moist delicate sweetness for days. Calumet cakes
don't dry out quickly. Calumet costs less

flow.

2

FOR SALE The Walter residence
Claimant names as witnesses:
furnishings. Apply
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, mid household
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pna, mornings at residence, 405 Palace

NOTICE

Compare today's methods of
baking with the old days when
Aunt Dinah used sour milk
and soda and baked on the
open hearth, and you'll find
wonderful improvements. The
most wonderful of these modern helps is

t.

SE
Section

4

1912.

A Wonderful Chang

4

2

SE

S

1

4

4
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2

4
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all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL

above described, before Register or
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of
October, 1912.
SOCORRO COUNTY.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A new strike has been made on the
Francisco
Eucamacion Gonzales,
Dominguez, M. Dominguez and Rafaei Buffalo group, between Mineral and
Copper creeks. The owners have
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
driven a drift in 120 ft. and crosscut
Register. the vein, which is 27 ft. wide, with
good ore.
Another new strike has been made
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
adjoining the Buffalo group on the InDepartment of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. dependent.
.The Socorro Mines compauy has
August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that David completed its special ore bins and is
Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico, now receiving custom ore regularly.
A large flow of water was recently
who, on July 19, J 909, made Homestead
NE encouraged in the 500-ft- .
SE
level on the
Entry No. 010716, for S
SE
NE
SE
N
S
Queen vein, flooding the 700 and 800-fSW
S
NE
NE
levels of the mine. A concrete
SW
NE
SW
SW
NE
E
bulkhead is being put in to stop the
2

2

'Miss Dinah Junior

e

five-yea-

PUBLICATION.
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Aug. 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Jose P.
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
Section
for NE
No. 109661-04073b, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
r
notice of Intention to make
proof to establish claim to the land

;llr

Hi

FOR

NOTICE

thre:

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Oillce at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Leopol- FOR RENT C room house with,
i(. Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
- furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low- Home
made
on
1907,
27,
May
jwho,
SW jit ski.
steady Entry No. 11519 for N
"'
NE
SW
NW
SE
Section 34, Township 13 N.. Range 9; FOR SALE Two story residence on
E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. C.
of intention to make
proof, to Watson & Co.
establish claim to the land above de- scribed, before Register or Receiver,; FOR SALE Nt ional Cash Reg-practically new.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New inter two drawers
Mexico, on the 15th day of October, O. C. Watson & Co.

v

semi-annu-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

2

'

GRANT COUNTY.

For the quarter ended June 30 the
Chino Copper company reports net
profits of J390.19G, which compares
with 22S,021 in the first quarter of
1912.
In the first
period
the earnings, $618,217, were equivalent to SO cents a share. For the second quarter the earnings were at the
rate of $2.03 a share a year, which
compares witha rate of $1.20 a year in
the preceding quarter. The copper
pounds,
production was 4,286,644
which compares with 3,271,980 pounds
in the first quarter, the increase being 1,017,764 pounds. By months the
1,367,851
April,
production was:
pounds; May, 1,35S,S68 pounds; June,
1.5C2.925 pounds.
The Utter zinc mine at Pinos Altos
is working a full force of men and expects to ship this month over 1,000,-00pounds of zinc concentrates, all
ot it going to Bartlettsville, Ok'a.
There is an increasing demand for
zinc and the miners near Hanover are
shipping out much ore.
The sale of the Chemung property
at Tyrone to the Phelps-Dodgpeople
appearsto be confirmed, and negotiations are now said to he on with the
same people to take over the Savanna, the Copper Gulf and Mangus
Development company's properties.

1--

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

page
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don't save monev when uou buy cheap or

more economical

more wholesome

baking powder.
Calumet
gives best results.
big-ca-

n

NEWS OF THE STATE
WILL BE OUT OF DEBT.
District Attorney Ward, who has
been working on the collection of delinquent taxes in Mora county, says
he has filed suits to recover the money
due and that when collected the county will be out of debt. The assessed
valuation of the county is $1,800,000,
an increase of fully half a million dollars over any previous year. This
back money due for taxes is to be
used, under the law, for good roads.
That sounds all right. The county
needs the money and the roads.
Wagpn Mound Pantagraph.
SPOILS ITS BEAUTY.
Many contend thet there are too
many fowls and animals id the park.
Such require too much attention and
cost too much to keep for either the
gocd or pleasure derived or enjoyed.
Primarily the park was to be a beau-

tiful shady spot, with great cotton-wootrees, bermuda grass, lakes and
a few flowers so that people could
ctroll through or sit about and enjoy
quiet wood life and, also, to serve as
a standing perpetual advertisement
for Alamogordo. Too many fowls
and animals, and too much alfalfa and
too many hogs have served to off-s-

d

park.

Otero County Advertiser.

COAL OUTPUT BIG.
Following the general announc-men- t
that all Santa Fe engines wera
henceforth to burn coal and that ?he
Colfax county coal industry was tc
receive a large impetus as a result
of 'the placing of larger coal contracts, comes the announcement that
the camps at Brilliant and Gardiner
are to open up September 1 with a
larger force of men than at any time
previous and that the coke ovens at.
Gardiner are also to assume activity
once more. A special train carrying
officials of the Kurn and Myers of
the Santa Fe made a trip over the
Dillon branch Tuesday to the coal
camps west of Raton, where a very
large 'quantity of coal used by tUu
Santa Fe during the coming winter
The output of the
will be mined.
mines across the canon from Gardiner and the mines at Brilliant will
each be increased as rapidly as possible to something over 1,000 tons daily,
thus giving employment to 150 or 175
men at each camp. Raton Range.
MORE ARTE8IAN WATER.

The Mullholland well drilling

out-

fit which is being dri)led for the
County Oil company struck
flow of .water at a depth
artesian
the
of between 700 and 800 feet. A rough
test of the capacity of the we'.l showed that it was flowing a little better
than 200 gallons per minute. The
County Oil company well Is
down about 1500 feet and Is still going
y

Mc-Kinl-

Dnn'l be mislead. Bug Calumet.
is far superior to sour muh, end soda.

tesia along the railroad tracks, nr.d
met up with a young fellow
from
Ranger Lake, X. M., by the name cf
C. A. Floyd.
Floyd was coming to
Artesia to secure employment, but
DeVore took him for a hobo and gave
h!m a hint of his real identity. Floyd
k'iew of the Alamogordo Jail breaking,
and on reaching Artesia 'he went at
once to his old friend. Marshal Conner, and told about the man he had
walked with and of his suspicions
concerning him.
Conner went at once to the Pecos Val
ley Hotel, where DeVore was eating
dinner, and after one look at the man
recognized him as DeVore by descrip-

at a rapid pace. This well is located
in one of the most prospective points
ir. the oil field and much depends upon the results obtained from the drilling there. This well is but a short
distance from the site of the Gallup
Oil and Development company well,
and the future prospect of the field
is centered about these two wells at
present, but others are expected to
start in the near future. Gallup Inde- tion sent out over the country. Af--t
r dinner DeVore started to walk
pendent.
him,
up town, and Conner followed
finally catching up with hi n in front
GET THEIR MAN.
of the Cash Grocery Store. Conner
Harry DeVore, one of the trio of pluck a gun in the jail breakers' face
crooks who escaped from the Otero and told him to come along, lie askwas ed him if he knew what he was want
county jail two weeks ago,
caught Monday about 12:30 p. m., by ed for, and DeVore said he guessed so.
Marshal Jim Conner. The arrest was He said nothing more until they were
made in front of the Cash Grocery approaching the jail when he said,
Store. DeVore made no attempt to "I guess you think you're d smart
escape, but went with the officer don't you?" "No," returned
Conner,
without resistance.
"1 don't think I'm very smart, but I've
Harry DeVore, charged with rob- got you, alright."
DeVore said nothing more to the
bing the express office at Cloudcroft,
Bert Kratz, charged with robbing a marshal. They went to Carlsbad on
hotel at Alamogordo, and Charles the evening train, and when they
Hargrave, charged with setting fire reached the county jail Sheriff Stew
to the residence of an Alamogordo ci- - art asked the prisoner his name. "De- tizen, were confined in the Otero Vore," he said. "How do you spell
county jail to await the action of the it?" asked Stewart. 'None of your
grand jury. But one other prisoner d business,'' said DeVore, "I have
was in the jail at the time, he being tcld you my name and you can spell
charged with a minor offense. Along It to suit yourself."
'home
In the evening the three men caught
Marshal Conner returned
the jailer unawares, bound and gag- - Tuesday morning. He said that De- ed him, and forced his daughter to Vore was undoubtedly a real bad man,
let them out at the front door.
this opinion is agreed to by a
she nuruber of citizens who saw him. He
escape
mediately after the
gave the alarm, but as it was late in is a powerful fellow, weighing about
the evening they all made good thfiir 1S5 lbs., and looks like he was capable
of putting up a stiff fight if he cared
escape.
DeVore stole a horse near Alamo tc. When arrested he had no gun, but
gordo, and later, one from a ranger's was carrying three pocket knives and
camp near Mayhill. He cut the tele- a razor.
It i ssaid that a reward was offered
phone lines along the road, and sometime Sunday or Monday succeeded in for DeVore's capture, in which case
Val-- ;
reaching the 'Pecos Valley. Monday it will go to Mr. Conner. Pecos
aiorning he was walking towards Ar- - ley News.

FOR WOMEN ONLY.
f

Dr. Pierce's favorite resenpuon tne one remeuy
That is the nature
" v Made from native
contains no aicuuui mm u
on the bottle-wrap- -,
its
tells
ingredient
Pierce
Dr.
every
roots.
medicinal forest
endorse these
authorities
best
medical
the
Prominent nhvsicians and some of
weaknesses
and
ailments
for
remedies
known
best
the
as
very
being
Ingredients
peculiar to women.
r.
street..
- i nf Lon c
ilUU 4UJVD
J.U13 13
vujii
and toll you what
Ky., Says: "I feel it my duty to writewas
a groat sufferer
your medicines havo dono for mo. I
for six years from a troublo peculiar to women, but I am
thankful to say, after taking four bottles of your ' Favorite
Prescription I am not bothered with that dreadful disease
I first wrote
any more. I feel like a new woman. When
now
I
115
weigh 135.
I
advice
pounds
for
weighed
only
you
"I thank voa very much for your kindness. You havo
been as a father to mo in advising me what to do, so may
God bless you in every effort you put forth for good.
"I hopo this testimonial will bo tho means of somo poor
Buffering woman seeking ncaltu."
Itis. Coffet.
edition, answers hosts
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, newly revised
married ought to know.
ol delicate questions about which every woman, single cr

04728-11-90-
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4

five-yea-

Every Woman
t Interested and should know
nbom the wonderful

MARVEL Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Syringe

Best most convenient, it
cleanses instantly.

Ask your druggist for it.
If he cannot suDDly tfc
MARVEL, accept no otherW
but send stamp lor illustrated
book
sealed. It gives full particu
lars and directions .valuableto ladles,
MARVEL CQ..44Eut24tf Strtct.Naw

Autoine Deloria, Postmaster at GarMich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative value
of Foley Kidney Pills. He
says:
"From my own experience I recommend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
remedy for kidney trouble. My father was cured of kidney disease and
a good many of my neighbors were
eurei by Foley Kidney Pills." For
sale by all druggists.
den,

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
AH

Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

of

nni

V

r.rr

rr

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st?
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A.,' Santa Fe.

WILLIAM EARAH

N

Capital Bar

league,

year

"Danderine" and Try Thi8
Also Stops Falling Hair; Destroys dandruff.

j

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC
255 San Francisco St.

Your hair becomes light, wavy,
abundant and appears as, soft,
lustrous and beautiful as
hair
"Danderine
girl's after a
cleanse." Just try this moisten a
cloth with a little Danderine and
hair,,
carefully draw it through your
'
taking one small strand at a time.
This will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt and excessive oil and in a just
I
few moments you have doubled the
:
beauty of your hair.
n
Besides beautifying the hair at
e,

fy

",

ADC
fin
W'UftKJ
Phone 239 W

Cheney and Needham.
R. H. E.
Pittsburgh 2nd game:
1
5 0
Pittsburgh
0 3 0
Chicago
Batteries: Hendricks and Simon;
Richie, Reulbach and Needham.

OF SUPERIOR MERIT IN

Danderine dissolves every par- cleanses, purities
and invigorates the '- scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks use when Yu
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist or toilet counter, and just try it.

tide

of dandruff;

AMERICAN.
1st game:

At Chicago
Chicago

The Contents Consist of:.
Assorted Seals and Stickers.
Embossed Gummed Stamp Assorted.
2 Christmas
Greeting Tags and
f
Cards.
2 Large Imported Christmas Tags.
4 Medium
Christmas Tags and
Cards.
4 Small Christmas Tags and Cards.
and New
20 Assorted Christmas
Year Post Cards.
3 Double Christmas and New Year
130
16

WALTER JOHNSON (LEFT) AND CLYDE MILAN.
Swede an idea.

He didn't say much until his
shutout against the Chicent one-hi- t
cago White Sox gave him fourteen
straight wins and tied the American
League record for consecutive wins.
Then he naively remarked he would
not be a bit surprised if he cracked
Marquard's wonderful record.
His fifteenth win was at the expense
of the Cleveland Naps and from the
way he Is traveling, ordinary luck will
put him in position to snatch away
Marquard's laurels.
Once in the insurgent ranks, Grifto
fith has thrown conventionality
the winds. Other clubs have at various times carried one official "joke- re-

by Ty Cobb.

smith" to keep the players "jollied
carting around a
up," but Griffith-i- s
pair of them in "Germany" Schaef-e- r
and Nick Altrock.
"Grif" didn't do the ethical thing
when he went out and paid $15,000
for First Baseman Gandil after he had
been labeled not up to snuff by numGandil
erous big league managers.
has proved one of the livest wires in
the live Washington team.
Washington was not supposed to
pick up any promising youngsters in
the minor league crop but in Foster
a third baseman was snagged who
is regarded by many as the best
youngster to break into the American
league this season.

is said to have refused to grant waiv- tall as long as he can earn a good
ers on Nap Infielders Olson and
salary, regardless of the class of the
and it is reported today that league in which he works. He is well
Olson will go to the Highlanders when fixed financially, however, having a
the season closes. Wolverton played paying drug business in Detroit, so he
does not need to play ball where it
with both in the Coast League.
would not be agreeable.
BOUGHT LINCOLN PITCHER
Lincoln, Neb Sept. 3. President
An unexplained change Is gofng on
Jones of the Mneoln Western League in baseball, according to Bob Wallace
baseball team has announced the sale of the Browns. The little Scot is
of Pitcher
Harry Smith, to re- serving his 18th year in the big leaport next spring. This is Smith's gue. Therefore 'he should know wherethird year in professional baseball of he speaks. "I have noticed in the
he having pitched two years for the last few seasons that the shortstop
Fremont, Neb., State League team.
has had fewer chances than in the
DIAMOND DUST.
olden days. A shortfielder now goes
Owner Comiskey
has. received through a regular
game
waivers on Billy Sullivan, the veteran and handle only three or four chances,
White Sox catcher. This leaves six Whereas, several years ago, the aver
players in the American League still age was about nine or ten. I well re
serving on the clubs they played with collect one game in which I played
base- that I had nineteen
while the American-Nationa- l
chances. But
ball war was on. They are: Lajole now when a shortstop is called on to
of the Naps, Callahan and Doc White hnndle anything above seven or eight
o the White Sox, Bobby Wallace and he has a busy afternoon."
Jack Powell of the Browns, and EdPeck-inpaug-

GOOD BYE, ROGER.
St. Louis, Sept. 3. Mrs. Helen
liritton, the owner of the St. Louis
Nationals, has decided to get rid of
Roger Bresnahan, manager of the

team, for the following reasons, according to intimate friends of the
woman magnate in this city.
She thinks he has failed to make
good as a field manager after the
splendid start the Cardinals got last
year.
She wants a pennant and she does
not believe that Bresnahan with his
present affiliation in the National league ever will deliver one.
She does not believe the team has
played up to Its full possibilities since
Bresnahan became imbued with the
idea of buying the club.
She Is dissatisfied with the arrangement between Bresnahan and
McGraw for the Giants to tour the die Plank of the Athletics.
Callahan's service has not been conworld If they win the pennant.
She does not believe that the pub- tinuous, Danny Murphy, who succeeded Lajole at second for the Athletics,
licity given to the Bresnahan-McGraalliance is a desirable form of adver- has been out of the game the greater
part of the season with water on the
tising for her team.
It was for the above reasons that knee, and may never play again.
Not a player of the old regime reshe blocked the trade to send Hug-gin- s
to Cincinnati. She wants Hug-gin- s mains with Boston, New York or
as manager, 'having a very high Washington.
Report is that American Associaregard for his baseball ability. Her
friends say she refused an offer of tion clubs have been notified by Co$500,000 in cash from Bresnahan for miskey of waivers obtained on Sulthe plant and that from the day of the livan. Baseball followers will be charefusal she believed Bresnahan's In-- ; grined at Comiskey should he fail to
declare Sully a free agent in reward
terest in the team waned.
his long and meritorious service.
for
r
four-yeacontract
with
Bresnahan's
two years more to go calling for a There are numerous precedents.
With Rube Marquard holding the
big salary and an interest in the gate
receipts is all that stands in the way record of nineteen straight wins and
aer Johnson and Joe Wood ere
of releasing him and it is now said
that Mrs. Britton would assign t'heited with sixteen and fourteen con
contract to Garry Herrman if the secutive victories, this baseball seaowner of the Reds wanted to employ son is' expected to be a gala year
for the major league pitchers. The
Roger.
records fhat will be hung up are exNO MORE PA96SS.
to stand for many seasons.
In the current issue of Collier's pected
mc wiwin ocwicu iruiu
vauta,
that
u
nJ...
j
? a nineteen-year-ol- Vaughn
hard
hitter
to
berate attempt pass any
h
played so much wildness
in one of the tight situations Of battle. inee
h . present team that
Joining
e
Ninety-ninfans out of every 99

rSS ssa

Kr alk'

s- -

i

d

st sa

--"j

arises wtien the Star batsman comes of the
ever. It was
greatest
up at a critical Juncture with run- Altrock, in fact,pitchers
tipped Griffith
ners in front waiting for the crack off to Gallia. Old who
Nick saw a lot of
of his trusty club. Nothing else so the
while
he was in Kan-sayoungster
and
the
grips and holds the audience,
and
told
Griffith that if
he
City
x
arrives as the
which
there was one youngster in the world
tosses
and
deliberately
high
pitcher
wide from the plate takes away the who had something and would eventually make a great pitcher it was
one big incident of the afternoon.
Gallia. Griffith hta a lot of confidence
Such a rule would be fair to all
more pleasing to all spec- - "
clubs-- far
in akto $he deal It may
tators-a-nd
in addition Is easily plan-- time
a year or so to develop Gallia, but Al
ned. One of the best known umpires
the making of a
of tine game states that it would trock says he has Griffith
has taken
be a simple matter to detect any de- great pitcher and
chance.
the
and
a
at
liberate attempt
issuing pass,
New York fans are rooting for Bosthat the most effective punishment
would be to call a balk, advancing the ton to win the American League pen-- ,
rant, as they figure Jiube Marquard
runners on base.
There would be certain technicali- a winner if the Giants and the Red
world's series.
ties involved, but the situation is at Sox meet in the
one of the veteran Ti- Jones,
Davy
the
before
an
worth
argument
Ipast
mooting nt the Rules Commit-- 1 Brs, who has been with the club
to be released,
tee Chief Meyers Of the Giants alone since 1906.tois anshortly
announcement made
has been purposely passed i.7 times according
Navia yesterday. Walv-time- s
this season in close places where 27jD-- r President
been
asked on him and, If
have
been
robbed
has
audience
the
the American League clubs are
of the leading thrill of the afternoon, j
WOULDN'T WAIVE ON TWO NAPS filing to let him go, he will be plaCleveland, Sept. 3.- - -- Manager "Wol-- 1 ced with a minor league club. Jones
intends to keep on playing
frcrton ot'tte New York American! 8a'8

nine-innin- g

HOW THEY STAND
NATIONAL

LEAGUE.
Won Lost
84
79
71

New York
Chicago

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Cincinati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

CO

61
54
45
37

AMERICAN

,

Pet.
.700
.648
.577
.496
.484
.432
.369
.301

36
43
52
61
65
71
77
86

LEAGUE,

Won Lost Pet.
Boston
Washington
Philadelphia
Chicago

Detroit
Cleveland
New York
St. Louis

89
77
75
62
58
55
45
44

.706
.601
.600
.500
.453
.433
.360
.347

37
51
50
62
70
72
80
83

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost
Denver
Omaha ..'
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Sioux City ;
Wichita
Topeka

82
79
73
68
68
64
65
47

Pet
.594
.572
.540
.511
.497
.474
.471
.345

56
59
62
65
69
71
73
89

--

g

anti-clima-

it

1

'

v

i

A

WHERE THEY PLAY
NATIONAL.
New York at Boston.

Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Cincinnati,
Chicago at Pittsburg, two games.
AMERICAN.
New York.

Boston at
Philadelphia at Washington.
Detroit at Chicago, two games.

NATIONAL.

At Boston
Boston"
New York

R.H.E.
5 10
1 5

3
1

Hess and Rariden; Crandall, Ames,
Wiltse and Wilson.

R.H.E.
At Philadelphia
5 10 B
Philadelphia .
0
Brooklyn
Flnneran, Seaton and Walsh; KilU- fer, Ragon and Miller. ,
At Pittsburg (1st game) R. ft.fi.
i 4 S
Pittsburg
5 12 1
Chicago .
end Gibson;
Adaait, Robinston

45

Triplicate Wall Calendar for 1913.
PIECES
In all colors and sizes, embossed
and Plain, Imported and Domestic.
The use of these beautiful emblems
of Holiday Cheer is now so prevalent
a gift seems lacking in Christmas
sentiment without them.
There is no limit in the uses to
which these Cards, Tags and Stamp-ma- y
be adapted.
They emphasize in a special manner the innate feelings of the heart
in accord with

Letter

VLwrroBK

202 ASSORTED

1

New York, Sept. 3. An EngMsh earl
ishere in search of an American job
not n American heiress. This estimate of himself is contained in his
advertisement in a Wall street newspaper:
"An English earl of business ability,
strong personality, formerly naval officer, strong executive, thoroughly experienced in modern business methods, has Just arrived to connect him- SANTA FE IS CITY OF WON- !self ,n , .commandine capacity, with
DERFUL OPPORTUNITY. !a
reputabIe American concern. Manly.
clean cut appearance, 35, c!ub man and
Continued irom rage One.
society favorite, practical and adaptthis gentleman would lend his
live,
why take any trouble in preparing it? title and talents to a decent and
You seem to forget that if anything wholesome
prize of unquestioned in'
is worth doing at all it is worth doing
tegrity."
well. Don't be afraid to put some
The first large public market to be
lime in writing copy and don't let an established in the metropolitan secad grow stale. Not long ago I was tion since the agitation to reduce the
stnt out to get the copy for five dif- cost of living began has been opened
ferent ads and my experience with in Queensboro by the citizens committhose five different advertisers was tee with initial success. More than
pathetic, to say the least. One, and two thousand women, mainly from the
only one of them, prepared new copy. poorer classes, but many of them1
Said another: "Just change the date
visited the market the first day
in my ad and let it run another with baskets on their arms. They
And the others made no
week."
fruits and vegetables at about
the bought
change at all, notwithstanding
half the price charged at most of the
fact that their 'Copy was stale and city stores.
j'
wouldn't sell a penny's worth of goods
the high price of
Notwithstanding
of
One
under any circumstances.
meat a republican club, on an outing
them was advertising goods that he
didn't have and knew he could not pastime of a beefsteak eating contest.
get. Is it any wonder that these men Alderman Frank J. Dotzler, tipping
doesn't the scales at 381 pounds before the
complain that advertising
pay?
contest, calmly won the event by con-- :
There are, thank goodness, intelli- - suming nine and
f
pounds of
gent advertisers in the city, but not porterhous9 stak, nineteen rolls and
many, and, gentlemen, you and I d eleven cups of coffee.', '
.
not have to think long to place them!
r
The first rehearsai 0f an
Adaptability is' the third and last! ff
vaudeville attraction, to run
element l wisn jo consiaer. You will
pntime week becinnine Sentember
all agree with' me that it
Pitnui 9 wag hed et Hammerstein's Victoria
to pick up a newspaper ana reaa sucn tneatre yesterday morning. One of
ads as I have just referred too, lor, ,he ..thrmers.. wH1 De put on by Miss
Things of a common quality everjAnne Tinker daUghter of the banker
quickly seek their kind." Adaptabi!-- an(J knQwn ag the gociafatnletic rival
ity means to "trot out" your every- - of Eleanora sears. Every ' afternoon
s
for work days, and wear your and evenIng of "suffrage vaudeville"
Sunday clothes to church and your!
Mjgs T,nker win run a bIg
tuxedo to the ball. It means even motor car on the stage, acting as
-- ...
more than tnat; it means mat you .
for a erou of SDeakers. led
should take notice of the change in by Mrs. Harriet Stanton Blatch. Mrs.
weather, advertising rain coats and Blatch will make a suffrage speech to
umbrellas when the weather man a stage mob and the audience. The
forecasts a storm; fans and straws in audience will be
permitted, ,,, to ask
advance of a heat wave; coal just questions and buy literature and also
ahead of an approaching blizzard. flowers from society debutants who
Adaptability means taking notice of will pass up and down the aisles.
financial conditions. It means watchA crematory for stock and bond cering the fickie minds, riding in on the tificates is the latest institution, for
crests of popular waves, reaping the the
burning of the dead. The Ameriharvest from current crazes and fads. can Bank Note company opened one
all
of
In short, it is taking advantage
yesterday. It is designed to make cer
conditions that help your business or tain the destruction of security issues
that help your town, Just as youUhnt . v hp
or retired.
should devise some means of building
wm rpf.f,vp
hnnt nnto nmnQ
up your city as a health resort, and old certificates from companies, creusing some sort of persuasion that mate them and give a "certificate of
would permit but few tourists to pass cremation" as evidence. The furnaces
through Lamy without first visiting are heated by gas.
Santa Fe.
The Ynnnsr China association is
If you are good b isiness men you ovr1nve(1 nt thn rmnrt iuat Tficeived
will incorporate the human interest from Pekin that the
imperial clan has
element, concentration and adaptabil- cut the queue from the head of. Pu Yi,
ity in the boosting you do both for the deposed baby emperor of China.
.1
yourselves and the city, believing inThe receipt of the newg ggt lhe
it and working for big things to come. bers of the Young China association
If you want to build and boost, and searching
Chinatown for
through
be public benefactors as well as per- those who might still be wearing the
sonal gainers, then, individuality, queue and chasing them into barber
concentration and adaptability will shops. The association begs cartoonooze out of everything that you do.
ists to omit the queue in caricatures
'
of the Chinese.
Charles Schmidt is in a dickens of
CHILDREN NEED EXTRA
a fix. He doesn't know whether to try
CARE IN HOT WEATHER.
to get his little daughter, Charlotte
from her rich aunt and bring
away
Summer Heat Dangerous to
to his tenement home, or
back
her
Little Ones if Bowels Are
to leave her where she will grow up
Neglected.
.
The mother cannot do better for her in luxury.
case.
is
u
a
It
strange,
strange
inchildren than to train them, from
Schmidt lives on the fourth floor
fancy, to regularity of the bowels. at 70 St. Mark's
place. His wife died
Chronic constipation in later lafe can
was born. The
Charlotte
a
week
after
the
child
lenrns
if
the
avoided
early
be
seven.
She has been
is
little
,
girl
of
the
a
evacuation
need for
daily
cared for ever since her birth by her
poisonous stomach waste.
There Will, of course, be timeB when maternal grandmother, Mrs. Leon
the little one will become constipated Rosenzwelg.
The aunt is Mrs. Qustave Pach, of
and bilious. In hot weather, especialSix years ago she visited
ly, immediate attention is necessary, as Vienna,
much Serious illness results from inac- this country and fell In love with baby
tive bowels. Salts, cathartics, purga- Charlotte. She has no children of
tives, and similar drastic irritants are her own, and she coveted this little
harsh and violent and only bring tem- niece. She and her husband are
;.
porary relief while disturbing the enormously wealthy.
whole system. A gentle, pleasant
Early in Augusta little Charlotte
bowel stimulant like Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is far preferable. Syrup
Pepsin contains no narcotic drug, be;
4 Horse Fewer
ing composed of simple laxative herbs
combined with pepsin, and acts gentPRICE, $165.00
ly, in a natural manner, on stomach,
With Imported Magneto.trouble
bowels and liver. By thoroughly
AIHotorOyde without doubt with
cleansing the bowels and removing the
Inand
matter
irritates
that
foreign
flames the tissue, it will quickly check
the summer diarrhoea that is so weakening In its effect
Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell" Syrup
Pepsin for fifty cents and one dollar a
bottle, the larger size being intended
for family use. A free trial bottle,
postpaid, can be obtained by writing
ttOHT. SILBaT ASP. 8BLtiBLC.
to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406 WashingBROS.. Art.; Siota Pj
PASH
ton St, Motaticello, Illinois.
n

well-to-d-

;

to Freeport, L. I., to visit her
uncle, Adolph Schmidt. A few days
later, when the George Washington
soiled for Bremen, Adolph and Charlotte were aboard. When the steamer docked at Bremen, Mr. and Mrs.
Pach were there to meet it, with a
special train which took the party to
Vienna.
CHRIST'S BLESSING OF
A really effective kidney and bladon Earth to Men of Good Willi"
"Peace
der medicine, must first stop the procure
the
the'
of.
and
ORDER REGISTERED
disease
HAVE
YOUR
then,
gress
IN TIME.
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladAs last Year's supply was exhaust-le- d
der troubles ' and urinary irregulari- before late demands could be filled,

went

--

DAY.

CHRISTMAS

The Greatest, most Honored of all
Holidays the World over, may be joyuse
nonorea
in
and
remembered
fully
of our Christmas Packet which will be
delivered to any address on following

PROGESSIVE

Him

STATE

CONVENTION,
M, Sept. 10, 1912
For this occasion the Santa
Fe wil sell tickets from all
points in New Mexico to Albuquerque and return at one and
are for the round

Albuquerque,

N.

h

one-fist-

trip.

$4.15

FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
DateS of Sale, Sept. 6th to 9th.
Return Limit, Sept. 14th, 1912.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent

TERMS,

This Packet and the Weekly En- no nnlv
..,,;,.,.
-re- HX
11UIICI UliC vaa.
"UIJ lyi.uy (Thf
'gular subscription rate).
The Weekly Enquirer is today one
of the best
Metropolitan
'Weeklies published. It is National
(not local) and not a magazine. Its
field is all over the World your home
U not complete without it.
Send for Sample Copy and you will
bo convinced.
Agents wanted everywhere . Liberal commission.
Address all orders to
1

THE WEEKLY ENQUIRER,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

one-hal-

I-

all-sta-

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

1

day-tog-

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines,

Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.
an

SUMMER
mum TOURIST
RATES
EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
$50.35

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

$18.15

Denver,

$21.10

Pueblo,

Salt Lake,

$16.15

$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

$46.90

$55.90
On

San Francisco,
One way via Portland,

$73.35

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 3 1 st.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,
Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

San Diego,

Pope Motor Cycle

TODAY'S GAMES.

'

1

3
Detroit
Batteries: Cicotte and Kuhn; Mul-li- n
and Stanage.
R. H. E.
Aat Washington
4
6 0
Washington
.. .. 2 11 2
Philadelphia..
Groome
and Henry;
Batteries:
Crabb, Houck and Thomas.
New
game postponed,
wet grounds.
York-Bosto-

QUANTITY.

Booklets.

R. H. E.
' 5 10
2
8

and

QUALITY

.'

BASEBALL

ss

A GRAND

FEW MOMENTS

A

Girls! Get a 25 Cent Bottle of

thirst!

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

Walter Johnson, than whom no better pitcher can be found anywhere,
watched "Rube" Marquard go out and
win nineteen straight games at the
start of the season. That record by
the Giant southpaw gave the big

;

IN

1912.

fHRKTMASPACKAfiE

tiiass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles I

d

'

BEAUTIFUL

IS FLUFFY,

0 LUSTROUS

Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

A

Although they perform in the na- tion's capital and have for boosters
some ofthe most hardened political
stand-patter- s
in the business, Clarke
Griffith's strange mixture of veterans
and kids is about the moat progressive bunch to be found In these United States of America.
They are for the new order of
things; with them the past is buried.
They have converted Washington,
from a baseball graveyard into just
about the livest spot in the major
leagues. They have taken down the
tail-enstand-pat- ,
American league
crepe, and instead are trying to unfurl the gorgeous American league
pennant.
Of course the biggest thing they
have done in their progressive campaign is to put Washington up in the
race, after it had been a joke for
years.
Put merely putting the Senators up
in the race has not satisfied these
reckless insurgents. They made the
baseball world hold its breath when
they went out and copped nineteen
straight games, making one swing
through the western half of Ban Johnson's circuit without losing a single
game.
That sort of whetted their appetite, and they decided they would do
some other things.
Clyde Milan, a real star, whose
worth is sometimes underestimated,
announced with all seriousness that
he. proposed to steal 100 bases this
season. In the first 114 games he got
away with 67 pilfers and it really
looks like he had more than an even
chance to turn the trick. It's almost
a cinch that he will break the American league record of S3, made last

Hi

3,

ties. They are safe and reliable.
They help quickly and permanently.
In the yellow package. For sale by
all druggists.

An Ice Cold

Clark Griffith's Insurgents Have the
Fever and Are Busting Conventionalities In the Pennant Chase.
Washington Nationals are this year
smashing all kinds of records and
knocking all traditions galley west In
the scramble for honors in Ban John-- i

sou's

YOUR

THE

JOHNSON CRACKS ONE AMERICAN LEAGUE RECORD AND MILAN MAY
SMASH ANOTHER ONE FOR WASHINGTON.

:

EMIL MIGNARDOT

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAGE FOUR

San Francisco,

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6, 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

;

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. LI
S. LUTZ, Agent,

n

R

JL

W7

TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

3,

PACE FIVE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.

been appointed teacher
!' schools
at Glorlotu.

HUE

JUST RECEIVED

FALL STYLES

ALNLETwHE

Low Bust

Long Hips.

turner's

'

BROS. COMPANY,

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

Very Latest
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

PERSONALS

$6.00

PRICES

JULIUS H. GERDES

'

i

Saturday, September 7th,
LOW CUTS

e

at

e

Some

uptotheminute
ITEMS

;

Your Patronage Solicited

A"y

-

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.

We have just received the largest
and finest line of SWEATERS for
Man, Women and Children ever
shown in this city. We have all
all colors and sizes and prices in
"TO
the very latest styles.

!

Millinery

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

Does a General Banking Business

N. 8. LAl'GHLIN,

SWEATERS! SWEATERS! SWEATER

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

30,000 00

CAPITAL

Miss True is hero from her Pajarito
ranch near Espanola. She is registered at the Palace.
Miss M. Katliryn Drake, of Rochester, N. Y., is in t!u! city visiting her
brother, T. W. Drake.
Associate Justice Frank V. Parker
of the supreme court, arrived last
night from Las d uces.
Miss Domitila Read arrived yeeter- day from Taos and will spend some
time visiting friends here.
J. B. Read, accompanied .by Messrs.
Hampel and McOimmon, is back from
;a fishing trip up the canon.
j
Mrs. Edward Sproull and Miss
Gladys Sproull, of New York City aire
registered at the Montezuma.
Miss Maud Palmer, of Oerrilkw, and
well known in Santa Fe, will teach
school this year at Clorieta.
John V. Conway, county school su- perintendent, returned today from a
tour m the interests of education,
Pedro Lopez of Ami a Verde arrived
in Santa Fe today, bringing with him
two pupils to enter St. Catherine's Indian school.
Former Governor
L.
Bradford
Prince has returned from Albuquer- que where he attended the funeral of
Solomon Luna.
Supreme Court clerk Jose D. Sena
is back in Santa I'e after a brief visit
to the Duke City where he attended
the funeral of Solomon Luna
Mrs. Mariano Sena and Mrs. Jesnis
Luna, who attended Solomon Luna's
funeral at Alliuiiuerque
yesterday
morning, return-- d home last night.
Lawrence F. Lee, who is a frequent
visitor to Santa I'e, came up from Al-- :
buquerque on legal business a few
days ago, returning home yesterday.
Howard M. Moore, for years clerk
in the V. S. land ofliee here, lias been
transferred to the forestry service.
He will continue to reside in Santa

as measured by earning power can be
EACH.
FROM 50c TO
compared, the vital assets are three
to live times the physical. Facts
show that there is as great room for
improvement of our vital resources
as in our lands, waters, minerals and
forests. This improvement is possible in respect both to the length of
life and to freedom from disease (luring life.
Contrary to common
impression
there is no iron law of mortality. 'Recent statistics for India show that
the average duration of life there is
less than twenty-livyears. In Sweden it is more than fifty years and
For Men, Women, Misses and Children,
in the state of Massachusetts more
one-ha- lf
than forty-fivOn all Summer Goods, going
years. The length of
price.
life is increasing wherever sanitary
STOCK.
AND
NEW
ALL
science and preventive medicine are
Must be moved immediately for Fall Arrivals.
applied. In India it is stationary. In
Europe it has doubled in three and a
half centuries. The rate of increase
and eighduring the seventeenth
DRY GOODS
GO.
ADOLF SELIGMAN
teenth centuries was about four years
per century, during the first half of
the nineteenth century about, nine
years per century, during the latter
half of the eighteenth century about
seventeen years per century, and in
Germany, where medical and sanitary
science has reached the highest devel3E
opment, about twenty-seveyearn
per century. The only comparative
statistics in the United States ar:i
FURNITURE
Fe.
His Grace, the Most Reverend J. B. in Massachusetts where life in lengthMrs. Renehan will not be at home Pitaval, archbishop of Santa Fe, is ening at the rate of about fourteen
or half the rate in
tomorrow.
visiting several missions aid is not years per century,
John Zook is back from a few days' expected back here until the e:,d of Germany.
Why the I'nited States should not
the month.
outing at Espanola.
as great progress as the counmake
last
W.
returned
Former
District Attorney Googe.
George
Armijo
a
S. Klock, of Albuquerque,
is in Hie, try along the Rhine is question thatnight from Albuquerque.
A Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
will be given very careful consideraA. P. Towne, a mining man of Cer- - city to attend the session of the
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Fe to Valley Ranch were Mr. Davis, Mrs. C. Erickson and a party of
of the Wood, Davis Co., Martin and friends drove over from Pecos in Mr.
Valley Ranch, N. M., Sept. 2, 1912. neice of Texas, Sheriff Closson with Harrison's fine Cadillac car.
Mr. and Mrs. Tabor of Glorleta,
Among those who took advantage of a party consisting of J. R. McFle, Jr.,
the beautiful day and good roads yes- Air. Clancy, Miss Kelley and Miss were callers at Valley Ranch
terday and motored over from Santa Hall, while Mr. and Mrs. S. Gray,
VALLEY
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William F. Brogan
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REMARKS

All of Today's News Today"
A SORRY STATE.

The results of the Socorro county investigation are startling, and if reports are to be believed the end is not yet as other counties are to be put under
the searchlight glare, or have been, and the disclosures will stir the state to

Its foundations.
The ease with which the barefaced peculations have been carried on for
years, without molestation from the leaders of the old guard proves, on their
part, either criminal negligence; indolent disregard; or dormant acquiescence.
It is without excuse and demands punishment from an outraged people
whose money has been recklessly and knowingly used to purchase personal
conveniences and comforts.
"Favoritism and preferement in the handling of county finance and business," have assumed greater proportions in Socorro county, according to the
findings of the expert accountant "than in any county, and as is usually the
case this preferment has been given to those whose position and standing,
if not their knowledge of right, shoukl have been such that they would be the
first to decline preferred advantage over their less fortunate fellow tax
taxpayers."
The unaccountable disappearance of a car of cement is one of the mysterious features of the Socorro case, and discloses the boldness of the operations and the limits to which the actors in the strange and fantastic drama
proceeded, evidently lulled into security by failure of discovery.
New Mexico has a lesson.
Will the people heed it and will they profit by it?
Will they retain the old guard in power in the light of these disclosures
or,
Will they demand a new deal?
The way is open for a change in the method of conducting our public
business, and for the election to oftice of officials who will give the people of
this state a square deal.
It is the pledge of the progressive party to do this.
What will the people of New Mexico do at the November election?

start as far as natural advantages go.
I think the suggestion made by
Colonel Collier, that our Santa Fe
people have a liberal supply of literature at Ramona's home, for distri-

frsKe

bution among the tourists there, is
Well Sec, you may be in but you one to be heeded. We cou!d invite
them to visit us on their way home
ain't forgotten.
and carry back east a still more vivid
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana remembrance of the beautiful and
wondrous west.
yield for a question?
.
There is so much in and about
Do we hear a noise in the direction Santa Fe to put into live advertiseof the Imperial county of San Miguel, ments, that we should not let the opgovernor?
portunity go by to toot our own horn
so that our eastern' friends may hear
It must have been that box of ci- it and heed our call.
gars that made all the smoke down
"It pays to advertise," has become
there in Socorro county.
a familiar, well known epigram In
a
our own United States. It does, too.
"The veto," says Willyum, "is a It does not make so much difference
great thing." Yes, Willyum, and so what kind of goods you're selling, if
is the nominating power.
no one knows of them, they're not going to buy. Whether it is merchanGeneral Steever visited General
dise, or climate, or scenery, or hisin Juarez. It's perfectly safe to toric views, or land, or what it Is, the
visit Juarez now, it seems.
public must know about it if they are
to be expected to buy.
going
send
he
decided
won't
Mr. Taft has
is the matter with getting
What
any soldiers to Nicaragua. These are some Santa Fe
advertising into San
such changeable days for Willyum.
at once. Do it now.
m
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THE HOUSE FLY AND THE GERMS
By Bill F. Brogan.
ordinary housefly with nothing
else to do found a perforated screen
door and joyously crawled through.
Then he lit upon the baby and he lit
upon the cat, he lit upon the hired girl,
the ceiling and the mat. He buzzed
around in ecstasy on everything he
saw and he scattered germs accordinc
to the plan of nature's law. Ten
thousand germs upon the kid, ten
thousand on the floor, .ten thousand
on the hired girl, the cat ten thousand more. When it comes to epidemics there is nothing to compare
with this ordinary house fly, he had
thousands yet to spare. The 'hired
girl got angry and the baby raised
a howl while the oa sat in the window and calmly licked its jowl. The
fly went on disbursing a few more
thousand germs while the hired girl
grew wrathy in
uncomplimentary
terms. She paused to spank the baby
which only made it cry and then she
grabbed the dish towel and started for
the fly. She chased him to the parlor
she chased him back again but the
fly was just as lively as when she
first began. She chased 'him to the
kitchen where she broke a dish or
two, while the fly was putting surplus
germs upon the dinner stew.. She
chased him to the bed room where he
lit upon the bed, she struck out with
the dish towel and then she bumped
her head. The fly went safely buzzing into the other room and shed ten
thousand germs or more upon the
kitchen broom. He put germs on the
pictures, he put them on the wall, he
left t'hem in the bath room he left
them in the hall. The hired girl surrendered the mad exciting chase and
An
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The Yale system of locking is known
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Every box in our vault is protected by
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will be safe from fire as well as theft.
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They have indicted the chief of
A FUSSY PRINCE.
police in Denver for taking hush moFrom German East Africa came a
ney too. This seems to be the open
prince of the blood to tour America.
season on the police force.
Tncidentally he was looking for an addition to his harem and some one
The American Rrr Association
that judges don't get enor.E'a vboii he could put at its head. He
four wives now and feels
salary. Well, the judges ain't in a only ahas
that fifth one would fill out the meaclass by themselves at that.
sure of his life's joys.
Unlike other princes and dukes
There is one thing sure, they can
and counts and things who come
flom abroad seeking American girls
countv of not being generous-- no
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
matter how long they had to wait for for wives, this prince from Africa
not seeking an heiress, but only
is
their bills.
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a girl with yellow hair. He has mo- DIUUU
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to
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not
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of
burn
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own,
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HOBBIES.
switch in place. The fly stood on his
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
looking for some American fool who front legs and calmy scratched his
The cheapest thing to ride is a hobby. It eats no oats, it uses up no gais willing and desirous to sell his back then gayly put ten thousand
soline, and it calls for no ticket. And it is safest.
daughter for an empty title and give germs upon the c hina rack. Ten
There i sno objection to the riding of a hobby, so long as it is not ridden
up his coin to pay a duke's gambling thousand germs he gleefully
over people's rights.
left
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
debts, This gentleman from Africa floating in the air and all the rest he
Many have a mania for talking of their ailments. One question about
cures nothing for that. All he wants deftly placed on father's easy chair.
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
their health will tilt over on you the great reservoir of their complaints.
a blonde. He would take a bru- IThe kid had ceased to cry at last, the
Some have turned into temperance monomaniacs. They have dwelt upon
nette on a pinch, but he has a sort of cat had gone to sleep, the- girl hung
the one evil until others are submerged, forgetful of the fact that the only
hunch for a blonde. He says he will up the dish rag and then sat down to
decent thing about thousands of men is that they do no drink, and that they
be good to her, that's what the'y all weep. Without a single germ on hand,
might do that if they were not too sting".
The fresh air crank sits with doors and windows open, and While his fasay in the early stages of It, and she the housefly found the door and hur-- I
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well be a wasp stinging the bare feet of children.
Pride of ancestry is with others the chief mania. They go through life gressives git in, yu Kaint ten wnuts;cious Doeg he want hia bionde t0
Figurin thet th!nave pienty of nair s0 ne can yank Husband Declared
with their faces turned backward. They feel sorry for Adam because he had liable tu happen,
Lydia E.
no grandfather. We all get tired and wish their precious ancestors had been postmasters vote right we kin make a her around by it, as we have been led
Pinkham's
respectable showin fer Taft out yere to believe is the custom of those far
childless.
All our faculties were made for use. He who is always on one theme can- an preserve th emblem ov the grand eastern potentates, or is it just for
Compound Would ReSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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old party.
ain't agoin tu change beauty? That would make a big dif-ynot give full play to judgment, imagination, fancy, reason, wit and feeling.
store Her Health,
by heck.. I'm agoin tu vote 'erlference. In the one case it would
We want harmony of intellect all the parts carried, treble, alto, tenor
And It Did.
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I can Imagine however, t'hat there seemed to have everything the matter
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terests" are arguing against the reform tax idea on the ground that it is but on eggs and
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a theory, a dream, and that being What they call a single tax, it "will not wouldn't
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drawer.
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and took many kinds
to
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be the arince's blonde at that
work"; that it
destroy all good interests in any community. This
name on some of the eggs that are
medicine but nothof
"single tax, or land tax has been, for several years in operation in many sold for strictly fresh during the cold psychic moment. So, girls, in considdid any good uning
communities in western Canada, and it is significant that no community that storage season.
ering the question of becoming the.
til I tried your wonhaired
has adopted it has ever shown any desire to go back to the old method of
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member
the prince's
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derful remedy, Lydia
striking industry and energy in the face, and lettiug inactivity and idleness
Mr. Guilfoil says he believes if he harem, t. is well to consider if the!
E. Pinkham's Vege
go scott free.
could get a list of those typewriters monae nair you re wearing is ail your table Compound. My husband said it
in that Canadian empire from Winnepeg to Victoria, if the citizens were he could find one that was not in use own.
would restore my health and it has."
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
asktd, would they return to the old system, the emphatic and unanimous by tne C0Unty. What a fat chance he'd
Mrs. May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
answer would be, "No."
COSTLY COAL.
have when he couldnt even find aj
There are probably hundreds of thouHere in New Mexico the crying need is for an equitable readjustment of carload of cement.
Secretary r'agel of the department sands of women in the United States
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our tax schemes.
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of commerce and labor, wants to who have been benefitted by this famous
Acres of land grants that stretch into miles, owned by wealthy holders
The state department has made know who is profiting by the high old remedy, which was produced from
and corporations go year after year without having levied upon them one cent "emphatic demands" upon the Pana- price of coal, which we are at pre-- 1 roots and herbs over thirty years ago by
of tax, or if taxed at all, the rate is so small as to be unworthy of even men- ma government for it to prevent its sent enjoying, and is going to have a woman to relieve woman's suffering.
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tion.
police force from being so rough with an investigation. It really does not Read What Another Woman says:
While these land holdings are unconsidered, the small fanner and ranch- our sailors and soldiers. Holy smoke, seem as if there were any need of an
had female trouCamden, N. J.-- "I
SANTA FE, N. M.
man is taxed for his land and again on his Improvements; the man who is what's our Efiilovs and soldiers doing investigation to find out who is get-- i
GENERAL AGENTS.
and was
ble
and
serious
a
displacement
to
but
is
and
small
taxed until he staggers while this rough stuff is being pulled ting the benefit of the 'high cost of
live
having
possessions,
struggling
tired and discouraged and unabletodo my
under the load, but is offered no relief from a division of taxes, with those off?
coal, that is, it does not seem neces- work. My doctors told me I never could
land hogs who are far better able to pay.
to
the common, everyday chap be cured without an operation, but
sary
Let New Mexico follow Oregon's lead. Let the land pay its share; let the
Mr. Speaker, I move you that this who has to burn it. It looks plain.
thanks to Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable
honorable body do now take a recess
Perhaps in these days, when every- Compound I am cured of that affliction
big land grant owners take a share of the load.
0
until ten o'clock tomorrow morning. thing that people need to make life pnd have recommended it to more than
Before the motion is put, however, I worth living is soaring upward in one of my friends with the best results. "
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
I HAVE GOME TO HELP.
should like to file a petition from Rio price, and when our legislative bodies
Mrs. Ella Johnston, 324 Vine St
MANUFACTURER OF
"I have read your book, I have come to help." So spoke Theodore Roose- Arriba
for a law giv are under corporate control, we are
county
to
asking
want
If you
special advice write
velt to Jacob Riis, when the former was police commissioner In New York. ing that
two old cannon. If apt to put all the blame on the bigi lydia E. Pinkhsm Medicine Co. (cw
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
The book referred to was that strong and startling story of "How 'the Other th"
interests and charge them with the dential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
are nQ objectionS) the
Both Native and Qermantown Wool Used.
Half Lives," which ought to be read by every person Who can read. The hu will be received. The chair petition
trouble; and touching these questions be opened, read and answered by a
hears
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
List.
Price
for
Send
man, touching remark of Roosevelt was like a man who offers his services
we are all from Missouri, and will woman and held in strict confidence
for enlistment for the war, because he believed in the cause and was willing
119 Don Qaspar Avenue.
have to be shown, if it is not so.
to fight for it.
The tendency of the times has steadily
"I have come to help." It is the same Roosevelt today. He has seen the
gone toward an increase in the cost
THE
BYSTANDER
REPUBLICAN
need of a struggle in behalf of the people of this country, for release from the
of every necessity of life.
SEES IT
bondage of corporation greed and subserviency of public officials to boss rule
So far, our congressional InvestigaONE DOLLAR BUYS
and control of the big interests.
tions have come to naught The
STATE
in Accident Insurance for one year in the
Dollar."
One
Thousand
"I have come to help." It sounds like a call that means rescue to a man
automobile, t'he people themselves,
OCEAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY. -IT MUST BE SO.
entered!
a
some
of
like
comfort
has
where
word
is
home
been
who
drowning;
So often I hear a remark concern- - have been given the blame, and we
1 . it
Let us Explain Our New
nnH enrrnv ja fivoru'holnnnff.
nnt
tQ I.. Hanmar
tlUo a vnipo tn rna
CONVENTION
Fe' made by 80me outsider, are charged with living too fast and
INDEMNITY POLICY
TRAVEL
and hope has been all but abandoned; like an offer of release to one who has lng. Sauta
no
is
too
invesIt
high.
funny that
wn,Ich haa a sImi,ar lmI'ort to that of
been imprisoned unjustly.
For those who travel.
This contract is a winner.
congress however, has ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
u- C. Collier, in the interview tigation by
"I 'have come to help." It is today, an offer to all the people of this na--'
laid the blame on the big inteever
GENERAL
AGENTS
&
HALL
HALL
acnTbtlacity
tion to enlist with Theodore Roosevelt and fight the greatest battle of our "e gaVe yesterday,
Sept. 12, 1912.
the meat packer, the grain
rests,
Those who touch on the subject, all gambler who corners the market, or One
One-Fif- th
political history for release from the thralldom of boss rule and the domina-- j
from
Fare
and
speak in the same vein; a!l recognize the coal operator who owns the
tion of the big interests.
to make final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
proof, to estabAll Points in New Mexico
Will the people accept the proffered help?
jour wonderful natural advantages; all mines. May be
lish claim to the land above described,
when
(04591)
Secretary
RETURN.
0
AND
TO
our
little
ALBUQUERQUE
enjoy
city; all seem inter- Nagel makes his report to congress
before Harry C. Kinsell. U. S. Commr.
Department of the Interior,
ested In it: all say that we are not next winter we will be given a little
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. at Stanley, N. Mez., on the 16 day of
Another text in our creed:
Dates
10, II and 12th
of
Sale,
Sept.1,
"We hold with Thomas Jefferson and Abranam Lincoln that the people making the most of our brilliant op- l'Kht on the subject. It would be a
July 29. 1912. September, 1912.
Return Limit, Sept 16, 1912.
welcome change from the long seaare the masters of their constitution, to fulfill its purpose, and to safeguard portunities.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Claimant names as witnesses:
Colonel ColMer, like Mr. Gettes, who son of darkness.
FARE FROM
SANTA F
Thomas Villanueva, Pino Villanueit from those who, by perversion of its Intent, would convert it into an instruVillanueva of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
i
iC
ment of Injustice. In accordance with the needs of each generation the peo was here from San Diego a few weeks
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry va, Gregorlo Padla, and Jose VillaALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE
v
Section 14, nueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
No. 11718 for NW
pie must use their sovereign powers to establish and maintain equal oppon. ago, compares Santa Fe with the now
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tunity and industrial justice, to secure which this government was founded much talked of California city, and sees more people in one day than you H. S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M. Township 13 N., Range 9 B., N. M. P.
v
and without which no republic can endure."
both agreed that we have far the can sea in a month. Try one.
Meridian, has filed notice of lnfjntlon
Register.
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We are giving you

We must positively clean up every item in our Big $25,000 Stock
of the newest and cleanest stock of high class merchandise in this
city within the next thirty days.
Nothing to be left; original cost will not be considered in pricing
a single article.
We have not placed on sale a few special prices to catch the eye
nor have we imported any seconds to make a big noise with, but this
sale is of the highest class merchandise to be found in any reputable
store in the country.

Hi

ITI

Hi

Cr

$5.00 Stetson Hats, the kind you know about,
Beaver Brand, a high grade fur well known,

$3.00

Champion Brand, fine fur in black and grey
Good grade Wool Work Hats, were $1.50, now

1.25

Job of J.
Job of J.

.To

This is the well known Kirschbauin clothing,

to

50c and

GOc

to

-

'.

.

10c

$1.25 Dressing

$1.25 Kazan Kids, large sizes

$1.75

C5c

$2 Kahki, good grade
$5, $G and $10 all wool, splendid values

China Silk Dresses
$1.30 and $1.55
$1.75 and $2 Long Embroidery and Nainsook. ...1.15 and 1.30
SOc
20c and
35c and $1.25 Long Laee Trim and Muslin
$2 and $3 Short Silk, lace trimmed
$1.30 and 1.50
1.50
$2.50 Short Nainsook, embroidery flounce

2.00
80c

Gowns

75c Nainsook

$1.50

45c

S5c and $1.50 Nainsook, lace and embroidery

Coats

1.00
$2.75, $3.50 and

35c

$2 and $2.75 long

80c

'.

Ladies' Fants, soft ribbed Lisle

!1)

Infants Wear in High Grade Goods. Nothing too
Good for. the Little Fellow; You Know

1.00

$2.25 White Indian Head Skirt

1.00

Better Stock Up. Never Again Can You Hope to Get Such Prices.
Ladies' A'ests, 10c, 15c, 35c and GOc
7'c, 10c, 20c and 40c
$lA.
Ladies' Union Suits, $2.25 grade,
20c
Boys' Union Suits, very good grade

$1.50

'

1.25
1.25

Underwear for the Whole Family

1.75
2.00

$1.50,

SOc

$1.50 and $1.75 Kid, highest grades, asst. shades... $1 and
$1.50, $2 and $2.50 Gent's high grade Kid Gloves. .75c, 90c,
75c and
$1.25 and $1.50 Work Gloves

$2.00 and $3.00

Serpentine Crepe

Muslin and Outing
and
and 75c Nainsook Hemstitched

1.00

35c, 50c

COO

G5c

GOc

trimmed Tetty
SOc and
SOc and
10c and

1.00
30c
SOc

to

Remember to Bring the Casfr

Country Merchants
As well as those in the city who need a few fill
ins in all reliable merchandise can save from 10 to
50 per cent by buying their merchandise here at this
slaughter price.

lift

50c

$3 All Linen Crash, color, tan

ages 3 to 15 former prices $2.50, $4, $5, $7.50
and $10 suits, now at
$1, $1.50, $2, $3, $5.
They are last year's styles but styles for boys are not so fickle as
for the lady, so you will grab these bargains.

to
to

f0c

SOc,

Ready to Wear, Wash and Wool Skirts, Big Values
for Little Money

Just a few

to
to

and Misses' long and short silk
in black and white
40c, $1.15 and $2.00'
55c
35c and
05c and 85c long and short Cliamoisctte
75c, $1.50 and $2.75 Ladies'

2.00

$3.50 Japanese Silk
$1.25 Lawns

School Suits for Boys

to
to

Gents, Ladies and Misses Gloves in Silk and Kid as
Well as Work Gloves. Better lay in a Years' Supply

$1.75

$2.25 and $3 Crepe, assorted colors
$2 Lawn Kimonas, well made, splendid values

50c, 00c B. V. D. Porusknit and fine ribbed Underwear, 30c, 35c
30e
50c and 75c Heavier Bibbed
$2, $3 and $3.50 Union Suits, silk and wool and velvet rib, $1, $1.50

to
to

$5, $7.50 and $20.00
$2.50, $S, $10 Misses' Cloth Coats, high grade, $1.50, $5 and 0.00
$2.50, $0 and $8 assorted colors
$1, $3.50 and 5.00

Kimonas and Sacks for Less Than the Material
Would Cost You

20c

(0

$10. $15 and $30 Ladies' Coats

$2.50

$3.50 Cheviots, splendid grade,

35c

President Suspenders

25c, 30c and 40c Grade
Others, assorted lots,

35c

$5 Sailor Dresses, White Percale, trimmed in blue
$2.50 and $3.50 Percales

10c

15c Corliss Coon Collars

to

C. 50c,

$10.00
$15 White Embroidered, splendid grade, well made
$1.75 to 2.00
$4 and $5 White Embroidered, good grade

ss

real values of real merchandise, the kind we

Ladies, Misses and Childrens Winter Coats, Prices
Sacrificed Mercilessly

Wash Dresses at Unheard of Prices

40c
shirt
A dandy semi-dre$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 Coat Shirts, new assortment, 75c, $1 and $1.10
The above is the well known brand of Fergusson McKinney
Shirts that cannot be beat at any price.
50c, 65c and 75c Blue Chambrays, Kahki, Black Sateens 35c, 45c

iki

50c

and $2 corsets
75c and $1 corsets

$1.25 and $1.50 High Grade Madras
$4.50 splendid high grade well made Pongees
$4 and $4.50 Black Silks

as good as you

Everbody will have a
chance to satisfy their
smallest wants

S

C. $1.50

$3 Batiste Embroidery and Lace Trimmed
$1.25, $1.50 and $2 Embroidery and Laee Trimmed. 75c.

Men's Furnishings at a Great Saving for
the Early Buyer
50c and T5c Shirt?.

13

Lingerie Waists way Below Cost

will pay $20 and $25 for usually.

to
to

O O

$3.50 C. B. Corsets, all highest grade.

$10.00 and $20.00 All Wool Suits, fully guaranteed. $9. and $12.00
$7 and 8.50
$12.50, $14, and $15 All Wool Suits

in

i

This store will be closed on Friday, Aug. 30 and until 9 o'clock Sat.
in order to finish marking down and arranging for this slaughter sale.
Don't forget that this sale will last 30 days or until every article in
the store is sold but the early buyer will find choice bargains and a
better selection than the late fellow.
It would be a matter of impossibility to name you prices on all
articles as you will find many thousand such bargains here.

$1, $1.35 C. B. Corsets, our leader, nil highest grade. .05e and 00c
$1.30 and $1.5!)
1.05 and $2 C. B. Corsets, all highest grade

Men Suits Slaughtered

Hi
Hi

built

up our business on.

The Best in Corsets and Accessories

Men's Hats for Half Price

to

Sale

Oh&t

The most sensational sale
ever undertaken in this
State

Hi
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You surely would never think of getting such bargains as these
only for spot cash. Bring the old purse along and open it up. It will
pay you to see your banker and pay a liberal interest for a month or
so to be able to secure goods such as you will surely need, if not now,
at a very early date. Don't try to borrow from a friend, but see a
banker at once.

m

to
iii

10c and 2 for 25c Men's Half Hose
5c, 35c, SOc Men's Half Hose, high grade

to
to

Silk

in

W
Hi

to
Hi

to

7c

Cotton and
17 and 25c

Re-

Table and Bed Linens

The above line is very complete and we should be able to fill your
wants at the beginning of this sale. You will hold your breath when
you hear the price named.

Sheetings, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Muslins, Towels. All join
hands to follow the rest of the stock out among the wise
buyers.

Mexican Drawn Work

Belts, Bags, e!c. Marked Very low

85c
35c and 40c
35c

The most remarkable of all our bargains you will find in this
department. Now is the time to forsee your Xmas wants.

Waeh Bag" in Velvet and Oriental as well as Leather Bags.
Music Eolls and goods in this line sacrificed to keep up the pace.

Better Hurry In if you desire to have full advantage of this
Mammoth Closing Out Sale of all new Reliable Merchandise

to

h

Mo
jt

i

m

Notions and Findings

Buttons, Trimmings, Neckwear, etc. They go too.
member there is no hold out from this sale.

Dress Trimmings Bandings and Allovers

Just Look Over This Silk Reduction
$1.25 All Silk Messaline, assorted colors .
tOc Kiinona Silk and Silk Poplins
00c grade China Silk, black and white only,

The very best and most reliable grades we will lay on
the altar at prices to move them at once.

We. claim to have the best assortment of the above line of
staple and high grade goods in the state that will be priced 100 to
200 less than you can buy reliable goods any place.
Better get here before the line is broken.

25c, 35c and 50c Ladies' well known Burson make, 17c, 20c, 25c
20c
25c Ladies' Mercerized Lisle, assorted colors,
and
85c
colors
$1.25
assorted
and
40c,
SOc, $1.25
$1.75 Silk,
10c and 20c
15c and 25c Lisle, assorted colors, .'
20c
25c Infants All Wool Hose, assorted colors

to
to

Umbrellas and Parasols

Ribbons Laces and Emboideries

Never Again Will You get Hosiery at the Prices we
are now Closing Them out at

v
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EIGHT,
BIG MINING COMPANY

IS INCORPORATED.
The Mulberry Mining company, capital one million dollars, paid In
$.000 filed articles of incorporation

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

with the state commission today. Its
operations are In the Lordsburg field
where immense properties are to be
developed. The resident agent is J.
W. Rider of Lordsburg. The incorporators are J. W. Rider agent at
Lordsburg, H. M. Gray, Tyrone, Pa.
Clark Brazier, Warriors Mark, Pa., M.
F Xagle, M. Laughlin, C. C. Leader
of. Shamokin, Pa.

Sugar
Lbs.

I5

$1.00-

-

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed et the New Mexican Printing
Company-

Do you hesitate or remain quiet, for
fear others will laugh at you? (generally behind your back.)
To earn respect, to feel respectable,
to know right from wrong, you must
learn, and there is no better place the
world over, than the SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE.
To SPELL, PUNCTUA'iE. use good
ENGLISH, and train the MEMORY,
we teach all these subjects on the
typewriter in a new manner, and successfully so. Parents remember to
let your child have six months for
shorthand, spelling, &c, before the
high school.
We can teach you the right way
from the wrong way, with a few
weeks earnest attention. It will take
years to learn if you smoke cigar- ettes, chew gum, prefer dancing, or
Bridge. We teach individually and
not in class. Therefore, there Is no
Come in, and say
embarrassment.
what you can afford weekly.
PEOPLE SAY:
UNEDUCATED
How do you do? means "How do
you clean your boots,'" "do" anybody.
It is rank carelessness to use such
an ungrammatical, vulgar question.
(How are vou? means what it says).
Let you and I, for "let you and me."
What will I do, for "what shall I do."
Right away, for "immediately." He
don't like me, for "he does not like
me." Cutsvno ice, by those who prefer, "slang." Will you learn me this?
XO, but we will TEACH you. YOU
learn.
The use of a comma makes a wonderful difference, as: "I said that he
was a rogue, it is true, and I am sorry
for it." and this: "I said he was a
rogue it is true, and I am sorry for
it." Another instance of a comma:
"Woman, without her, man is a ravening wolf." And this: "Woman
without her man, is a ravening wolf."

EXPOSES

FALL

CRISIS

REAL

IN MEXICO
THAT

HE DECLARES

BIG

AND OTHER
GINEERED

INTERESTS

OVERTHROW

AND PLACED
TO GRAB

STANDARD

MADERO

COUNTRY.

OF

OIL
EN-

DIAZ

IN POWER

recognition of Orozco's belligerency,"
said the senator, "was to save Mexico
from the grasp of the big intepests
that now control the United States
and Nicaragua, i want the people to
i;et something out of the development
of the rich resources of Mexico and
every day's delay in settling the trouble in that country is p aying into the
hands of Morgan and his associates.
"Already Aldrich controls the rubber interests of Mexico and Standard
Oil is close on the trail of the Pea- sons and others. Mr. Madero Is not
the willing and intentional tool of any
of these people, but his administration
is in a critical condition and necessity
is always a stern,' relentless master.
"Our men owa everything worth
having in Nicaragua and we have In:
tervention there 'without act of congress, and if the interests get what
they are after in Mexico we will have
intervention there.
"One thing certain Is that peace
in
and order must" be established
Mexico very quickly. The feeling of
the people of the United States is
growing intense on that point. We
are getting ready to open the Panama canal and our people realize that,
if they are to derive any benefit from
that great enterprise they must enforce order in Mexico. Mexico is our
neighbor and we like her, and because
she is weak we have been patient, but
unless the Mexicans get busy and establish vorder in their country the
United States will be forced to take
action."

"El Paso is going to get one of the
big military posts of the country,"
said Senator A. B. Fall, of New Mexico yesterday as he sat in his room
at the Sheldon, say 3 the El Paso
Times.
"There is no law," continued the
senator, "providing tor a larger mm
tary post at EI Paso. It Is a matter
left to the judgment of General Wood,
chief of staff of the army, and he
loid me that there should be a large
military post at El Paso and that the
little posts created, over the country
on account of the old Indian troubles
and immediately following the war
between the states should be abolished because there is no reason for their
continuance.
SEE IF YOUR CHILD'S
"General Wood believes in concen
TONGUE IS COATED.
ew
f
a
at
trating the standing army
ad-- j
big post commanding strategic
If Cross, Feverish,. Bilious Give Delivantages. I know that he is simply
cious "Syrup of Figs" to Cleanse
waiting on congress for an army ap-- j
Its Little Bowels.
to
nrnnrintinn that will enable him
rebuild Fort Bliss. Senator Warren,,
Loob ftt the tonguet Mother! If
of Wyoming, for private reasons, has coatedi it is a sure sign that your
an unjust fight on General Wood Ue one,a insjceB
stomach, liver
and has been assisted by some of the and 3Q feRt of DOWes are clogged up
newspapers of the country, who could wfth putrifying waste matter and need
not, to save their souls, give a rea-j.- , gentiej thorough cleansing at once,
sonable excuse for their antagonism
cWW .& Uetleeai droop.
to the general. They say that he wasj
doesnt
B,eep 80undly or
created by Roosevelt, when as a mat-- ,
or ig cross irritable, fev-te- r
heartUy
of fact President McKinley
bad; has
yasi.. gtomacn BOWi broath
the man who found Wood, and a.ten
gtomach.achei diarrhoea, sore throat,
he wns found Wood made pood.
tp jg fuH Qf coWi gve a tea8poonfui
"When he was given a berth in the pf Syrup of FjgS( &nd n a few hours
army he proceeded to a careful and uU the foul constipated waste,
study of it in a!l of
digested food and sour bile will
with the result that he has ,y moye on and out of its mtle bow.
made good in every position he has;clg without nausea, griping or
True, the general was a negB and yQU Burely will have a weU
doctor, but a knowledge of medicine appy and smjUiig cliild again short- should not and does not impair nis iy:
ability of an army officer any more
With Syrup
4Flgs you are not
than a knowledge of languages and
your children, being comdrugging
school
the
mathematics
prevented
posed entirely of luscious figs, senna,
teacher, Stonewall Jackson, from be- and aromatics it cannot be harmful,
ing one of the greatest military gen- besides they dearly love its delicious
iuses of America, nor any more than taste.
a knowledge of railroading would prekeep Syrup
vent a man from being a great finan- of Mothers should always
Figs iui(ly. It is the only stomcier. All of the old line army officliver and bow;el cleanser and regers who felt hurt at Wood's promo- ach,
needed.
ulator
A little given today
tion over their neads are today his will save a sick child tomorrow.
friends and admirers, because he is a
Full directions for children of all
big, broad, healthy American; and he ages and for grown-up- s
plainly printis El Paso's friend because he admires ed on the
package!'
El Paso's grit."
Ask your druggist for the full name,
Senator Fall went on to say that in "Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna."
his opinion plans have been complet- prepared by the California
Fig Syrup
ed for the enlargement of Fort B?iss Co. This is the delicious
and that it will be built as soon as the uine old reliable. Refusetasting, genanything
money for that purpose is available. else offered.
Relative to his advocacy of recognition of belligerency of the rebels in
Work for the New Mexican.
It is
Mexico, Senator Fall said:
for you, for Santa Fe and
working
must
"Senator Bacon of Georgia
the new state.
j'rove understood my purpose in seek-- i
of
Orozco
to
the
have
belligerency
iiii;
recognized. In that case our govern- ment could have held both sides of;
Mpyico responsible for their acts,
THEODORE
There would really have been no es- tab'.ished government in Mexico and
an invasion for the protection of
ROOSEVELT
American lives and property would
to
the
have been made easy. Owing
WILL BE IN
position I occupy I can say a good
an
individual
as
to
you
many things
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
that I cannot say for publication."
September 18th, 1912.
Senator Fall then proceeded to give '
the Times man some inside history on For this occasion the
Santa Fe
the Madero revolution. He said he will sell
to
tickets
Albuquerque
1
Stand-believed it was engineered by
and return atone and one-fif- th
ard Oil; that he knew the day and;
fare for the round trip from all
was
and
that
the
up
put
money
place
points in New Mexico.
did
not
know
while President Taft
it,
his brother did know that 20,000
$4.15 FROM SANTA FE
troops were mobilized for this border
to put Diaz out of Mexico; that the Dates of Sale, Sept. 17lh and 18th.
information had been communicated
Return Limit, Sept. 19th.
to Diaz and that was why he left
- - AQENT
H. S. LUTZ,
Mexico.
in
"My real purpose
advocating the
e

te

weak-occupie-

FOOD

POULTRY AND STOCK

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse,
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks.
We can grind any mixture that is desired of
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil- let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
I IS lb.
pkg., $ .65
"
1.20
lb.
30
Meat
and
Cut
Bone
Green
1001b. sack, 3.75
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone an meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

IVt8filjt

POULTRY

AND

VETERINARY

REMEDIES

COLIC CURE.

GUARANTEED.

PRATT'S VETERINARY

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute inhas
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy is
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price, . '
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S

GUARANTEED EGG

and common ailments-

PRODUCER

SE?.

Pratt's Poultry Regulator

gapes
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
-

For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
COWS.&c.

FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,H0GS,DAIRV

Because it works directly on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
I
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GLNEKAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

FALL EX nllp T
to serve
NOW
WE ourAREpatrons
with our
READY

1QM

I

GOOD

that are
we
and
invite you to come to our
made,
-

FALL EXHIBIT!

We're not offering our trade a miscellaneous lot of shoes picked up here
and there where the prices were the
lowest, but we're offering you

It's the Best at any
Price Here !

THE BEST SHOES
That This Country Produces!

We've been studying- the Shoe Business for years, and we've learned our lesson well. We want everybody to see and know abont tire
goodness of our Shoes, and we WILL DEVOTE THE NEXT FEW DAYS IN SHOWING OUR GOODS I We've Shoes for Men, Women and
We have spreadbefore you a Great Feast of Good Shoes at Moderate Prices
Children, Shoes for Everybody and for Every Requirement.
-

Come and See Our

Shoe Exhibit

to

LUNA LEFT BIG

FORTUNE TO HIS
HEIRS SAVS WILL
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept, 3. The
last will and testament of the late Solomon Luna, was filed for probate today at the county seat of Valencia
county at Los Lunas. The document
shows that the Luna fortune deserved
its reputation of being one of the largest in the southwest.
The Luna will is dated in 1906. Mrs.
Eloisa Luna de Bergere of Santa Fe,
Is bequeathed the proceeds of an insurance policy for the sum of $25,000;
lected out of the Luna sheep herds,
lected out o ,fthe Luna sheep herds.
Mr. Luna recommends, but does not
require, that his s'ister shall leave the
sheep under the management of her
and his nephew, Eduardo M. Otero.
Mr. Luna states In the will that he
has great confidence in his nephew's
ability as a sheep man,
To his nephew, Eduardo M. Otero,
Mr. Luna leaves three thousand sheep,
together with his ranches in the western part of Socorro county, known as
the Lueras and Windmill ranches.
Neil B. Field is named sole executor in the following words: "I here-b- j
appoint Neil B. Field of Albuquerque sole executor of this my last
vill and testament, and I do hereby
request that he be permitted to qualify as such without the giving of any
bond or security of any kind or nature. I request and charge my said
executor to assist my beloved wife in
the management of the property be
queathed to lier and I suggest to him
an dto her the advisabflity of reducing to money, m; sheep property
and ranches as soon after my death
as conditions will justify and permit."
"I further suggest that all investments made by my wife, or in her
behalf, shall be made in the best
classes of securities, and that regard
shall rather be had to the safety of
the Investment than to securing a
high rate of interest, and I hereby enjoin that all investments of a specu
lative nature shall be avoided."
The will is dated December 4, 190G,
Summers Burkhart and Frank W.
Clancy being witnesses.
To his nephew, Manuel B.
Otero
Mr. Luna bequeaths his' stock ni the
Mcintosh Hardware company of Albuquerque, amounting to
$10,000 par
value and his stock in the Occidental
Life Insurance company amounting
to $1,000.
To Ills niece. Maria Adelina

(Nina)
Otero he bequeathes the sum of ten
thousand.
Mr. Luna bequeathes to his nephew
Luna Bergere, real estate in Los Angeles and San Pedro, California, to
be held in trust by Mr. Field until
young Bergere is 25 years.
To his neice, Anita Bergere, Mr.
Luna bequeathes the proceeds of a
mutual life insurance company policy
for' the sum of $5,000.
To his wife, Adeiaida Otero de
Luna, Mr. Luna bequeathes ail right,
title, and interest in and to the surety
investment company of Albuquerque
and the bulk of the estate in trust.
There are many minor bequests and
a 'number of charitable bequests.

JOHN PFLUEGER.

SEPTEMBER

1912.
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Almond Cream.
and household
furnishings. Apply and
'
At the last meeting of the clothing
mornings at residence, 405 Palace
manufactures in New York the big.
Ave.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. manufactures said even a common
The finest rooms in the city, having ready made suit Is better than cheap
all modern conveniences, including tailor. Xow we handle a ready made
electric light, steam heat and baths. line which we cal' Hart Sehaffner
the
The European Hotel, centrally lo- & Marx. Best clothing in
cated. State Progressive Headquart- world. SALMON'S.
Don't miss seeing a Bunch of Vio-- j
ers In the hotel.
lets.
It's a Vitagraph tonight at
Met.
The
supreme
Court
Supreme
court met at the Capitol this morning, the Elks'.
Chief Justice C. J. Roberts presiding.
Pieliminary motions were heard and
taken under advisement. The court
will convene again this afternoon.
FOR RENT One or two desirable
office rooms in Capital City Bank
WEST IN
building. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Court Convenes Sept. 9. The district court of Santa Fe county will
convene here Monday, September 9,
Judge E. C. Abbott, presiding. The
grand and petit juries will be drawn
on that date. There is sufficient money in the court fund to enable the
judge to hold a good term.
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles.
A. MUGLER,
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladies' garments at W. H. Goebel Co.
fCUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
We have put very few Hart Sch'aff-ne- r
& Marx suits left at $17.50. Come
and clean them out. SALMON'S.
between
The School Teacher and the Waif; What is the difference
A Bunch of Violets; the Unwilling
Mary's little lamb then and now?
Bride, tonight at the Elks'.
Don't throw away your fountain
syringe for "lack of tubing. New tubing sold In any length at Zook's.
following
Warranty Deeds. The
warranty deeds were filed in the probate clerk's office here: James E. Anderson to Cayetano Chavez, land in
piecinct 3; Nestor Rodriguez to Manuel Baca y Campos, land in precinct
IS; Annie G. McKenzie to Mrs. Eliza
Call, land in precinct 4; Ascension
Rodriguez to B. M. Read, land in precinct IS.
Why waste money on unsatisfacclothing when you
tory ready-madcan save money at the Capital Tailor?
Fully one hundred years!
From 55 to 77 That was the temperature in Santa Fe yesterday, with
an average relative humidity of 50
per cent. The lowest temperature IF MARY STILL HAS THAT
during last night was 52 degrees,
which was registered at 6 o'clock this
morning. The showers predicted for
New Mexico yesterday were seen west
and south of Santa Fe.
She So Long" Ago Did Keep,
FOR RENT To single gentleman,
furnished room one block from plaza.
We Figure
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Probate Court Met. The probate
Ere This
court met today at the court, bouse, That Little Lamb
Probate Judge Canuto Alarid, presidBe A Sheep !
ing. T. Z. Winter was appointed ad- Has Grown To
ministrator of the estate of Edward
F. Hobart and furnished $2500 bond. That Mary sold her Lamb to us,
Candelario Torres and Juan Quintana
were named administrators of the es- Need not be among your fears ;
tate of Desideria Jaramillo and gave
bend of $200. Arthur Whittier was The Lamb and Mutton purchased here
named administrator of estate of Rob- Is all of tender
years I
ert Carson, bond, $1,000; Daniel Ortiz was named administrator of estate
of Miguel Ortiz; bond of $1200' to be
furnished.
I If there's a toilet preparation
you
need on your dressing table, phone
to Zook's.
Phone 92.
It's Benzoin Witch Haze!

FALL MILLINERY

HATS,
FEATHERS,

ETC

MISS

e

Little Lamb

Plaza Market Co.

LOCAL MENTION
WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, iCo'.o., Sept. 3. New
Mexico: Local showers tonight or Wednesday.
Don't overlook our remnant counter
,
the big sale SALMON'S.
For all kinds of poultry food and
remedies you can not do better than
patronize Frank Gormley. See advertisement.
I
am not a dry goods man, I am a
practical tailor. The Capital Tailor.
Two furnished rooms for rent at
Presbyterian Manse.
Lucero Is .Improving The' condi
tion of Guillermo Lucero, who was
slabbed in a fight Saturday night, is
said to be improving and he is now believed out of danger. It was stated
today at police headquarters that the
charge which had led to the arrest
of Loretto Sena had been withdrawn.
Change of program tonight at the
Elks'.
The shoe exhib of John Pflueger
h surely a feast in the shoe line.
Here you can get what you want, fitted properly and at a reasonable
price. It takes a shoe man to sell
your shoes.
If your Atomizer needs a new
bulb, order a new one from Zook'a
Sundry Supply Department.
Save your choice fruit, that Is high
up, by buying a fruit picker at Goe- in
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There's a wor d of sat

perfect range one in which you may repose every confidence and absolutely tnow
that your cooking and baking will be done
'ust as vou w'sn- - You may depend upon the
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I
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Showers Tonight That is
the question, although the weather
man says "yes." And the showers
are predicted for Wednesday if they
do hot show "down" tonight.
KASNER KAR auto for hire. Phone
141 J.
Joint Meeting Tomorrow A joint
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
with the Woman's Board of Trade and
the Mother's club has been called for
8 p. m. tomorrow at the Chamber of
Commerce rooms. A report of the
exhibition plan will be presented.
Much interest has been aroused in
this exhibition which is to get much
publicity for Santa Fe.
PRINTER Good ad and job man,
married, no booze or cigarettes. Wants
postion. Printer, 101 Read street,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Board Meet Sept. 5. The board
of penitentiary commissioners
will
meet at the penitentiary Thursday,
routine
September 5, to transact
business ana to consider applications
'
for parole.
LOSTr A gold locket and chain.
Finder return to this office and re'
ceive reward.
To Draw Juries. Judge E. C. Abbott of the district courf will draw
Juries for San Juan county, October
term and for Rio Arriba county. November term, upon bis return .to the
city in a few days.
FOR SALE The Walter residence
.
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,0 S've perfectly satisfactory service every
dav 'or years an year. Tne Monarch
Tdoes not re1uire near,y aI much care as
"jTordinary range and costs much less to
OPVouH surely be pleased with the Mon- -
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Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

S. SPITZ,

bels.
Local

BEST- SHOES

SHOES--th- e

TUESDAY,

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
If you

wUl consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
li'c and accuracy of your watclk
Leave your watch with us f.

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time Pieces That Ara
Reliable."

APRICOTS
NOW
THE CLARENDON
GARDEN
v

Phone Black 12.

R.

V. BOYLE. Mg

